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Become an instant musician
with this revolutionary new product
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MICROCHIP
CHESTRA

It's a new kind of musical
instrument. A computer controlled
synthesiser that helps you create,
play and arrange compositions that
normally take years of musical
training.

A melody, played, or picked
out slowly on the keyboard IS
recorded in a solid state memory.
The length and tempo of keystrokes
is captured, or you simply reset the
entire timing usmg the unique 'one
key play' facility. Then autoplay the
tune with one of five instrument
sounds and to one of ten rhythm

. backings or make subtle changes
during playback to the melody
sound and the percussion pattern.

Even if you have never played
an instrument before, you can move
to a level of musical ability that you
never thought possible.
Digital recording and control

The breakthrough that makes
it possible is the development of a
dedicated VLSI. This Very Large
Scale Integrated circuit contains the
digital melody sound synthesiser,
rhythm generator and note
sequencing memory. As many as a
hundred individual notes can be
stored, even when the unit is
switched off. Record the notes of
your music, in real time, or one at a
time. Ifyou make a mistake, the
delete key lets you edit quickly,
using the numerical LCD display
reference. On replay, the timing is
simply altered to strict tempo or tap
out the notes, one at a time, for live
performance. Octave Shift lets you
move pitch up or down and the
Tempo control lets you speed the
music up or slow it down. Nothing
could be easier. The day of the one
fingered musician has arrived!

Create new sounds
The five preset voices for the

keyboard, range from percussive
piano and guitar to the gliding tones
of a fantasy, flute or violm. And in
case you fmd that not enough, you
can create your own instrumental
sound in the ADSR mode. This gives
you direct control over the digital
synthesiser enabling the Attack,
Decay, Sustain and Release
characteristics, as well as vibrato
and tremolo intensities to be
programmed directly by entering an
eight digit number. Over eighty
million permutations are available.
The possibilities ofnew sounds are
only limited by your imagination.

Auto rhythm
A percussion combo, to

complement your melody, is
generated by the VLSI. There are
ten rhythm patterns under your
control. From a strict march to the
nuances of a beguine. You can even
change patterns mid music, creating
a unique accompanying rhythm for
your melody. And because the
entire synthesiser is locked to the
overall Tempo control, when you
step this up or down, your recorded
melody and the rhythm stay in time.
Within a matter of minutes you can
produce exciting arrangements to
suit the mood of your music.

A personal recording studio
Playback through the built in

speaker or take a lead from the
output jack to a stereo system and
you get a richer, fuller sound. Or
connect it to a tape recorder, and
mix in the sound of a microFhone.
Play along withJour digita
composition an produce jingles,
demos or simply realise your

undiscovered musical talents.
Create on it,learn on it, even

do maths on it. Anywhere. The VL
Tone heralds a new era in personal
music.
Try it for yourself

The most remarkable feature
of this breakthrough product is it's
£35,95 price, which includes a
complete manual, soft vinyl cover
and a Song book full of easy to play
melodies. The VL-Tone is manufact
ured by Casio, a world innovator in
digital musical and number . .
crunching products. Each umt IS
backed by their warranty, and also
Turnkey's own guarantee of
satisfaction; if WIthin two weeks you
are not completely delighted WIth
what the VL-Tone can do, return it to
us for a prompt and courteous refund.

To order a VL-Tone, send a
cheque or money order for £35.95,
(which includes VAT, post and .
packing) or call us with your Visa or
Access credit card number.

Discover the sound of the
future, by putting a microchip
orchestra m your pocket. You can
own the most amazing personal
music instrument ever made. Order
a VL-Tone at no obligation today, and
awaken the creative music inside you.

8East Bamet Road, New Bamet,
Herts. EN4 8RW.
Telephone 01-4409221.
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The publishers of BREAKER
would like to make It clear that

We took Bob Irving to lunch and he CB radio is at present Illegal In
did the home base pix. We took David this country, whether it be to
Leigh to the BBC and he did the Hitch manufacture, own, install or use
Hiker pix. We took Sandbagger down she i t d It I t
the pub and he supplied the rig. Iwas uc qu pmen , an s no

taken unawares and wrote this. our intention to encourage or
Thank you. approve of such practices.



RETAIL PRICES FROM £16 TO £145 AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVEL YFROM

BIG EARS OF LEICESTER

GUARANTEED
TWO YEARSA

E

THEARGUABLYFINESTPOWER SUPPLIES
ON THE MARKET

EA·3030
12-15 V20/25 A

EA·3016
0·20 V 10/16 A

WA·3008l10 .-
12-14 V8110 A •• :::: i •
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EA-3012l15
12-14 V 12/15 A

111111111111
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EA-300417
3-18 V 4/7 A

EA·3002L
1-15 V2A
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EA-3033
0-20 V 20/30 A

EA·3004 EA-3004-7 EA-J009 EA-3016 EA·3033 EA·J002 L EA-3002 EA-3006 L EA-3006 N EA·30SO EA-3008-10 EA·JOI2·15 EA·J030

3-18 V 3-18 V 0-20 V 0-20 V 0-20 V 1-15 V 10·15 V 12-14 V 10-15 V 12-14 V 12-14 V 12-15 V 12-15 V

2A 4A 5A lOA 20A 2A 3A 6A 6A 8A 8A 12 A 20 A

3.5 A 7A 8A 16 A 30 A - 2.5 A 3.5 A -7A 8A lOA 10 A 15 A 25 A

> 3.5 A > 7A >8 A >16 A > 30 A > 2.5 A > 3.5 A >7A >8A > 10 A > 10 A >15A >25 A

80 mV 90 mV 10 mV 15 mV 20 mV 50 mV 50 mV 100 mV . 60 mV 8 mV 50 mV 30 mV 20 mV

6 mV 8 mV 0,4 mV 0,6 mV 1 mV < 1.5mV < 2,5 mV < 2,5 mV 6 mV < 0.2 mV < 1 mV < 1 mV < 1 mV

£26.30 £32.32 £39.14 £57.33 £90.97 £14.77 £12.98 £19.49 £22.09 £79.62 £35.65 £53.82 £84.52

Contact us now for full details
68 Narborough Road, Leicester

Telephone 0533-546031
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Whatever criticisms we might
make of the Government and
their attitude to CB, it is rare
that we can accuse them of
acting too qUickly. And yet
after two years of dithering, the
Home Office announced the
FM draft specifications, and
held three meetings to discuss
the proposals, in three weeks.

The eagerly awaited
announcement was made so
quietly, and was so carefully
timed, that less generous
souls than ourselves might
accuse the Government of
beinQ underhand. At the time
of writing, ten days after the
draft was published, few people
know of its existence. If, when
you read this, you have
already heard the details, you
do not have the Government to
thank but tha lobbying groups
who sent statements to the
press. And if you do know,
bear in mind that the draft was
published on April 16.

The timing was all-important
to their plans, it seems. It also
means that you will have to
wait until next month for a
detailed examination of the
technicalities, because our
deadline is upon us, But t don't
suppose we can blame them
for that. Before we give you a
brief rundown on the specs, it's
worth looking at the manner in
which they were published,

On Maundy Thursday (April
16, the day before Good
Friday, you heathens) the
Home Office sent an undated
letter announcing the draft
specs to some interested
pa'rties. The letter invited them
to make any comments before
a meeting to be held on Friday
April 24. Because of the bank
holiday, the letters didn't arrive
until Tuesday April 21, giving
them just three days to
consider the draft, formulate
comments and pass them onto
the home office. It would be
naive la think that they didn't
know the letters would be
delayed - the Home Office
have a cosy relationship with
the Post Office, after all. And
why the undated letter?

So, to the meeting. This, at
least, gave those who had
received the letter chance to
comment. Or would have if
they had been allowed to
attend. Both the United
Breakers Association and the
National Committee for the
Legalisation of CB Radio
(NATCOLCIBAR) received
letters asking for comment.
Both asked if they could attend
the meeting to express them.
And both were refused
admission.

Those who did attend the
meeting, and two subsequent
meetings on April 29 and May
5, included manufacturers and
members of the Land Mobile
Radio Sepcifications
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Committee.
The draft suggests 40

channels with 10KHz
separation. But the range
starts on channel one at
27.60125, channel two on
27.61125 and soon upto
27.99125. The illegal AM
service starts on 26.965 and
the spacing, although also
10KHz, does not run equally
through the range, so it seems
unlikely that conversion from
AM to FM will be possible.

It also means the FM service
will not correspond with any
service now used, legally or
illegally, anywhere in the world
and it has been condemned for
this reason, and others, by the
NATCOLCIBAR, the UBA and
theCBA.

Although CB services differ
throughout Europe, it would
still be possible to standardise
a service throughout the EEC
- but if the UK adopts these
proposals, we would be out on
alimb.

Output is to be limited to four
watts with two waits ERP,
which will restrict the use of
antennas. We'll cover this in
more detail in the next issue.
And the most significant
statement for some of you is
that there will be NO
AMNESTY.

Before you all plummet into

the depths of despair, here's
something to cheer you up.
Ready? UHF. Ho, ha. Never
fails. The specs suggest 20
channels, with a 25KHz
seperation, starting at
934.025. Power is set at eight
watts and ERP is limited to
three watts on sets using
integral aerials. That means
hand-helds. And if there's no
health risk, as the Government
has maintained, why the
restriction? Huh?

Remember this is a draft
proposal, and we hope by the
time you read this it will have
been given more exposure,
We suggest that you write to
the Home Office and your local
MP stating briefly your
opinions on their proposals. If
you believe, as we do, that
27AM is still the only politically
viable CB service for the UK,
tell them so. Politely please.
And if you believe that the
existing AM operators
deserve, at least, an amnesty,
tell them so.

We will bring you a full
account of the Government's
actions, and a detailed look at
the draft, next month. In the
meantime, consider what the
Government think you want.
And then tell them what you
really want. Just in case they
forget to ask.
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1.5:1 SWR OR LESS
OVER 120 CHANNELS

PERFORMANCE

24" - 25 WATT RATED
48" - 100 WAn RATED

IDEAL FOR

88B

Also available in kit form.
Ask for the Hatchback or Surface mount kit.

The most versatile CB antenna to date!

With the Enterprise Antennas. Valor delivers the utmost in
efficiency and versatility in CB antennas. thanks to the
exclusive DIAL-A-MATCH (Pat Pending) COIL. NO
CUTTING REQUIRED DIAL-A-MATCH permits an-
tenna mounting in any configuration. The antenna
can be tuned with a simple twist of the tuning col
lar, which changes the coil inductance to precisely
accommodate the antenna to a particular mount
ing arrangement. NOW VOU CAN ACTU-
ALLV SHORTEN THE ANTENNA. In cases
where clearance is a problem, you can
shorten the Enterprise 11 up to 12 FULL
INCHES and re-tune with the collar to
the same low SWR. NO RUST OR
CORROSION. All metal parts are high
quality 17-7 Ph stainless steel or triple
chrome plated brass for long trouble
free life. The DIAL-A-MATCH coil
provides 5/8 wave efficiency using
space age core material wound
with heavy 14 AWG solid cop
per wire. Then it's DOUBLE
SEALED to maintain peak
performance under the most
adverse atmospheric
conditions.

INTRODUCING
EnTEAPA~SE E
with the revolutionary
new DIALaMA TCH !

ANOTHER QUALITY PRODUCT FROM

Distributed by: Breaker 1-9, 4 The Arcade, Hitchin, Herts
Telephone: Hitchin 57826 or Radlett 6678
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wise. In fact, any news about
The rules CB, but sometimes we do have

So. Youwanttomakea point? problems as we have members
as far away as Dundee,You want to write us aletter? Scotland.Easy,justscribbleon abit of The breakers around here are channel fourteen as a general breakers, myself included,paper and send It Intothe in the local club, which is the breaker's channel. eyeballed one night with great

address at the front of the Worth valle~ Breakers. I am sure thal any mobile success.magazine, BoxCarWilie breaker finds it awkward 10 go This letter is just to thankBut remember that wawan', Keighley up (or down) more than one or those breakers, especiall~publish letters unless you put YorkshlfB two channels, especially with a Chamois Leather whose aseyour name and address on rig secreted out of sight in his 20 we used and who I often copythem, We won't, for obvious wrapper. So why not make all now. CB is something easily
reasons, print your address, Sold breaker channels live apart associated with because of thebutwedo need It In the first (4,9,14,19,24,29 etc). That way unity, why don't the Government
Instance, Otherwise, It's the Dear Breaker, we don't get in each other's way. realise thIs?bin. Very sorry indeed, but I cannot understand your Here in Northampton the I'm sure many new breakers
there It Is. Or, in some cases, Raisoning. I think that as soon breakers are on 16 and if you go would like to say what I have just
Isn't. as 27FM rigs are in the shops, up one, or two you often find said, so on their behalf, thanks

and if they are as cheap as yourself walking over the big breakers and thanks Breaker for
Comic current 27AM rigs, and the wheels on the super slab who your service to us as a down to

Dear Sir,
range is say 5 to 10 miles, with a have knocked it down one or two earth and informative mag.
good no skIp copy, this will be from 19. On 14 that would not Blood DonorI bought Issue No 4 today, in acceptable to most CBers. happen. Palmers Greenspite of its "horror comic" cover, I am one who will sell or retire And why do all thoseand found to my surprise that it my AM rig to buy an FM rig. Not home-bases nalter half the night (Necks please.)filled a four hour train journey.' to speak to people after 12pm only one away from the breakerWhilst I do not seek self silting in their beds drinking channel, when their rigs are inadvertising, please feel free to brown bolttes, but to avoid traffic full view and they could so easily What?fUbtiSh my address because, as holdups and copy people alt day go to the top (or bottom) of the Dear Breaker,don't possess any illegal gear, and night when, and how, I like. shop?it would give me some twisted Is 27AM any good for this When CB becomes legal Con(;lratulalions on a first class

amusement to receive, 'and country with all that skip and there will be hordes of new publication. At last we have our
repel, any "midnight callers" 10.01 copies? 27FM may be the breakers, and it may be own magazine, not too pro-CB
fromHMG. answer. I am one who won't impossible to change things and not anti. It's great, keep up

In "Give us a Break" Rockin miss the Italians on a Sunday around, so let's get a little order the work.
Robin claims years of morning but look forward to into the 27MHz airwaves before Eager Beaver
involvement wilh the traffic reports on traffic on its it is too late. Make all breaker Harrow
communications business, then way to Southend and London channels five apart. That leavesadvocates a frequency in the durin~ the summer rUSh. room for eight! One for (What worries me is that Eager
VHF 100-1.50MHz range. Since The oily emergency use, one for Beaver's name is Nigel.)
No 4 was put to bed the news Leigh-on-Sea truckers, one for mobiles as ahas broken but please be fienera, breaker channel, and Angryadvised that 108.0 to 117.9 in (We agree that, technically, FM ive for special use - home25Kc steps is already in use for is superior. And ifa lot more feel bases, wallies, ladies of the Dear Breaker,
aircraft navigation and approach the same way as you, FM could night, whatever ... And if we get Until two months ago I would
aids and 118.0 to 135.975 for work. If.) more Ihan 40! have supposed that a "breaker"
voice communication. Towns in this country are was a person who reduced old

From Airwaves I see no fellow
Fun, fun, fun mighty close together. No cars to cubes of metal.

sufferers in this neck of the sooner have you left one than It was then that my naivety
woods, so if anyone between

Dear Breaker, you are entering another, and was shattered and my very
Grimsby and Scunthorpe should

I'm writing in answer to Joe 90's changing breaker channels expensive music centre
be putting out feelers would you

letter in Issue 4 complaining every few minutes is a real bind. rendered unusable at lhe whim
please patch me through?

about people fooling about on Interference belween different of a CB radio moron. When this
Bernard Pike placeS would not occur if the idiot chooses to exchange his
Keelby the air.

personattr I bought my rig for powerful home-bases kepllheir incredibly uninteresting views
South Humberside

fun and fun have. I get a damn' chatter on Ihe ~eneral breaker with his unheard "Good Buddy",

(Didn " like our cover, huh? Well sight more copies than those . channel to a minimum and I hear his every last cretinous
who stick 10 the basic "Whats called up other home-base on utterance, whether I have the

I wasn't at all impressed by your
yer handle, whats yer 20, what another frequency. set on tape, radio or record

Centre Airport Hotel headed
rig yer pushin?" Breakers who All the golden numbers. PI~er.notepaper.)
have nothing beller 10 lalk about 4,9,14,19,24,29,34,29. urning the volume to Zero
than CB. Kilgore Trout fails to eliminate the sound of

CB is a great hobby but can Northampton this now hated voice, and the

UBN be taken loo seriously. Anyone Post Office Anti-Interference
wanting a good laugh, get your (And channels 8 and 10 for service cannot act quickly owing

Dear Breaker, skateboard down to Runcorn medical use . .. ?) to the vast number of illegal
Just a line to let you know about and join in the fun. broadcasters using 27 AM.
our organisation, United Lady Driver Fangs a lot The sheer offensiveness of
Breakers National, which was Chester this intrusion is matched only by
re-formed 5 weeks aio. We Cheshire Dear Breaker, this breaker's tortured diction,
used to be in the UB ,but after Rather than praise you (which I punctuated by inumerable "ers"
some heavy verbal and mud (Ladies always seem to get will do further down), I would like and "ahs" as he drives his
slingin~, between ourselves and more copies, don't they?) 10 praise breakers themselves. peanut brain in a vain allemptto
a certain guy in London, we At the time of writing this, I keep Ihis dialogue going in lhe
decided to go on our own. have been on channel for one accepted racy manner of the

We still stand for the same Channel crossing week. Beinw a Green Apple, I disc jockey.
aims, namely 27MHz. But we was natural y shy regarding To learn more about this cult, I
just feel that we have been let Dear Breaker, transmitting, so just copied the bought a copy of your magazine
down badly. Anyway, we now First of all con~ratutations on maillor a few days. Finally I and read a stirrin~ arlicle which
have somewhere in the region of going monlhly. Secondly, the decided thallo use CB 10 the suggested that w en and illhe
3,000 members. idea of standardising breaker full, I had to copy someone, Thames breaks its banks,

We let our members know all channels seems a good one. which I did and found to be a breakers everywhere will
what's going on, bolh on the Channel nine for emergencies, wonderful experience. contribute 10 the direction of life

~legal side and demonstration channel ninteen for truckers, Following that, about five saving operations. This

BREAKER 7
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suggestion is about as specious introduced to CB, •as that made by your The problem is that I've read
rereresentative who appeared on most of the CB mags and they
te evision following the all say different things about
legalising of CB and implied that legalisation and I don't know mile than marine VHF sets but
his main concern was for little whether I should buy a rig yet, or then a marine set transmits from breakers, who are not prepared
old ladies living alone who would should I wait until they're legal. 30 to 60 nautical miles. . to break the law no matter how
now be able to keep in touch I've been on the airwaves with In Issue 3 Blue suggested stupid they think it is.
with their friends. someone else's rig and I've using 19 as a breaker channel Jan Leslie

Is it your intention to arrange been waiti~ patiently for too for trucks, 9 for emergencies, secretartc
reduced prices for these people, long now! ill AM rigs be and one other channel for local Natcolci ar
by the way, for even at current stamped out by legal FM breakers. Unless a lot of rigs are
prices the equipment (I mean breakers or what? equipped to monitor channel 9,

Bird brainrig, of course) costs about as The Falcon while using or listening in on
much as 3/4 years telephone Dorset other channels, no one is going

Dear Breaker,
rental, which would surely give to be listening on channel 9,
old ladies access to a greater PS: Do you think Ma'!. Proops thereby making it useless to As I was sitting at home

number of friends and services could help ifyou can tl transmit a distress call. watching the idiot box, I

best equipped 10 help them in an The advantages of the marine suddenly heard a mention that

emergency. (It is not our intention to system are many, any thoughts CB radio was legal, Mercy

If mr tormenlor was just out of encourage or approve of the use or comments on the drawbacks? sakes, I thought as I pricked up

schoo , the sheer puerility of his of CB ... this is a recorded Eightbai/ my ears, eyes glued to the box.

inanities might be . message. We understand FM Staffs But when they mentioned

understandable, but disclosures sets will be designed to stamp (Breaking channels are,
27MHz, ~umped out of my seat

he has made in his scintillating out AM - by walking all over it and won ered when this was

broadcasts suggests that he is with interference.)
perhaps, a little too busy for going to hapfen.

in his fifties. I have a mental emergency purposes.) However, was brought down

~icture of him wearing a large Biker breakers
to earth with a bump as the next

aseball cap, smoking a bi~
words I heard were ~. After

cigar and driving along in hiS Bad news Dear Breaker,
throwing up and boot g the TV,

5cwt Sherpa, and, in a quaintly .1 sulked for days.

Waiter Mitty like fantasy, Dear Breaker, I am a keen biker and also have After the sulking had finished,

imagine, it 10 be a multi-ton Great ma~azine and better Ihan an interest in CB and would love I pop~ed down to my newsagent
American truck. • the Olher B magazines I have to fit a rig 10 my bike. I have not and t ere was my tonic,

(Extremely interesting bit cut read. Enough grovelling, now 10 seen any letters from 'Biker Breaker. Well done and 73's and

for reasons ofspace.) the point. I am thinking of buying Breakers' in your maQ nor any 88's to 'you for such a brilliant

Well "Good Buddy", I doubt a 27MHz FM/AM rig and wonder info on fitting rigs to bikes. magazine.

whether £C0u will consider this if this will be legal in the autumn, There's not much spare space ThoBudgio

suitable or publication in your due to the AM. or power and not many places to Somerset

maQazine but I feel better for Could you also make it clear fit an aerial. How about a

havln~ written it, and I hope that whether there is an amnesty for biker/CB article, you can use my (You should try a different

there IS someone in your people caught with CB rigs. bike as a test bed jf you like! mii/ot.)

organisation with a sufficiently Zero Hero The Oil Burner

developed sense of Rochester Totnes Winnie
responsibility to consider my Kent Devon

request that CB users are u~ed
(AM/FM rigs won't be legal if an

(We'd like to hear from any biker Dear Breaker,
to convert their sets from 27 M, with. , . er ... information on Pooh to you, Prayin~ Mantis
JAshioy FM service is introduced and it tho subjoct.) (Issue No 3). You thInk you're
London seems likely that the tender, I'm just 14 and have

Government will chan~e the
Nat King Cole

been on the air for the past three
(You any relation to Angry of channel spacings so t e FM part and a half hears.
Mayfair?) will be useless. And no, there Dear Breaker, I run bot base and mobile

isn't an amnesty or anyplans for Disco One said in a Woman's (mum's the word) and have a girl
one. Tough life, isn't it?) Hour broadcast, speaking of whose handle, Velvet Voice,

Threat 27MHz FM: . sums her up 100%.

"The National Committee for Congrats all round Br~aker,

Dear Breaker, SOS Legalisation of CB Radio, who great mag. Already got my copy

1have three issues of your maQ are supposed to be representing regularly so alii can say is

Dear Breaker, 10-10, we'll do it again. I'm going
and I think it is terrific. I think it IS \IS, stlould never have agreed 10 beaver-eating.
also ~reat to hear you are I've just finished reading Issue this",
mont Iy. But what about all us No 4 and there seems to be a lot Before this error spreads, may Super Tramp

younger breakers trying to save of varying opinions about which I make it quite clear that there Chessington

up for our own (dare I say) rig? channels should be used for never has been any question of (Bon appotit.)
Eighty pence a month is going to breaking, truckers, emergencies Natcolcibar "agreeing" to
make a big hole in our etc. 27MHz FM. The decision was
hard-earned pocket money. A system which works made by the Home Secretary Flag Day
Tho Wombat extremly well for Marine alone - nObody else has the
Stanmore (Merchant Navy) VHF stations is power of decision. But, that Dear Breaker,
Middx to use one channel (16) as an apart, Natcolcibar's advice to With reference to Model

international calling (breaking) the Home Secretary has always behaviour (Breaker Issue No 3)
(Youtays yer money and takes and emergency/distress been that if on 27MHz, CB 26.975 MHz is usually used with
yer c olce. Or we send round fre~Uency. Ships call each other should be AM, and from its last only a black pennant.
the boys to collect your an for shore stations, on 16 and meeting a motion was sent to 27.225MHz IS green/blue,
kneecaps.) then switch to a working the Home Secretary saying so 27.245 or 27.25 is blue and

channel, choosing from up to 79 again, very clearly. 27.275 is blueJviolet or violet
channels. If a distress is in However, above all, only.
progress'on 16 an alternative Natcolcibar is in the business of Modellers can move to

Warning channel is used for ship/ship, gettinQ a legal CB service ~Oing 35MHz but it's only legal for
ship/shore calling, thus and Will not refuse anhwar able model aircraft. Cars and boats

Dear Breaker, preventinff interference with the specification, ie one t at will give are still stuck with 27MHz.
Fab ma~, keep it upwards, best saving of ives. equal or better results than PBWilson
I've rea so far. I see no reason why a similar breakers get at present. We do Southampton

I've a problem though (no system could not be used with not only have existing breakers
nothing like that!) as I used to be CB. Undoubtedly there are (or to consider, but the far greater hLOOkS like we're all in the same
a RlC modeller until I was will be) more CB rigs per square number of potential future oat.)
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IMPORTERS
& DISTRIBUTORS
WHOLESALE
& RETAIL

(4U~=
A.B.C. OPEN CHANNEL SERVICES

DEPT 8R6, 76 VICTORIA ROAD, WIDNES, CHESHIRE WAS 7RA, ENGLAND

AGENTS FOR
COMMUNICATlON

& ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT

MOBILf ANTENNAE Avanti AV242 £8.95 7Amp £29.95 EXP 500 £45.95
B27 HMP £10.95 Avanti AV261 £36.95 7/9 Amp £35.95 SK18 £15.95
DV27 £4.85 Avanti AV261 M £42.95 SK 53 £8.95
DV27 HMP £6.45 Avanti AV261T £42.95 SWR METERS K40 £28.95
DV27S SIRTEL £7.20 SWR1 £10.95
DV27X SIRTEl £9.50 SWR4 £14.95

ACCESSORIES104 Base loaded Trunk Mount £12.95 SWR 5 Twin Meter £17.95
DX27 HMP £8.25 105 Base loaded Mag Mount £12.95 SWR 20 £8.95 330 3 Position Push £5.95
DX27% HMP £12.95 108 Gutter Mount Swivel Base £8.95 bunon antenna
K27 HMP £8.45 switch
K27D HMP £15.95 BASE ANTENNAE SWR25 £16.95 300 100 Watt Antenna £5.95
T27 SIRTEl £6.45 Avanti AV101 £34.95 SWR 75 £19.95 Matcher
T27E SIRTEl £6.50 Avanti AV122 £95.95 SWR78 £26.95 380 CB·Car Radio £5.95
T27S £11.95 Avanti AV140 £125.95

TURNER MICROPHONES
Antenna Coupler

Firestick KW2 £6.95 Avanti AV160 £18.95 587 Magnetic Mike £0.45
Firestick KW3 £7.25 Avanti AV170 £57.95 + 3B £39.95 Holder
Firestick KW4 £8.35 Avanti AV174 £55.95 M+2 £18.95 ·588 Adhesive Mike £0.40
Firestick KW5 £12.95 Pal Indoor Macho Base £26.95 M+3 £18.95 Holder
Firestick KW? £14.95 Pal Outdoor UFO Base £26.95 M+38 £32.95 500/1 1 Metre RG58U £1.95
K40 £28.95 M+3f £26.95 Fitted with
Avanti AV200 £15.95 POWER SUPPLIES M+3M £26.95 2·Pl259 Plugs
Avanti AV241 £17.95 2Amp £10.95 JM+2 £22.95 500/6 6 Metres RG5BU £3.95
Avanti AV241 M £17.95 3/5 Amp £11.95 JM+2U £22.95 Fitted with
Avanti AV241T £18.95 5f7 Amp £22.95 SSK Base £35.95 2·Pl259 Plugs

Send SAE for latest Information on FM rigs VAT included
Cash with order only Post and Packing £1.00 on goods up to £10.00, over £10.00 Free in all prices

B

CobJn· Swr.lt Shin.
GunmtuJGrry Sky ~k ~yyor Dmim
~·TShlrl. Bluk, Sky, Whhe, Yellow" Red

El.Sm.llll Sm.lIII Mtdium LUll€' El L.ull€' T$HIlTS

El Sm.U Sm.lIU Mtdium l.rll' El lUll' SWlAT$HtlTS (6-95+.,&,_
TOTAL_______ Chtq~/PONo. _

YOUR OWN MOTIF [)(SIGNED FOR

Ia.EAKU CLUBSs: SOCIETIES

(BULK ENQuiRIES WELCOME)

Please srare 2nd. choice or colour

PLUS your own Personal Handle printed in RICH FLOCK LETTERING

With a choice of 3 Su r exclusive. designed motifs.
DESIGN,'flI. BREAKER

OIVE N'NE. ONE SEVEN. ONE FOCJR
....~• ...,_, bft.klng<lwn....U

DESIGN: 'C CQDX.World RadioCommunication.

DESIGN,'B Topical 10/4 -27MHz.

MY HANDLE IS

PRINTED IN WHITE/RED
Coloo, «qui..., _

Plrut send to. NMne Add..u _

_ W~ith~....~;'~"~A~.~B:"'~C~,=====_MyBrukine Cholnoo is, -===;==~(d~.:S;~'"~A~on='Y~)

Allow 21 days ror delivery

YOUR HANDLE AND BREAKING CHANNEL PRINTED FREE
laA~a IMPORTED FLEECY LINED LONG SLEEVED
~~~I!I SWEAT SHIRTS & COTTON T-SHIRTS
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COMMUNICATION
ANTENNAS ~ ~ ~

BREAKER

CB
WE ARENOW THE MAIN
UK A GENTFOR

HMP ANTENNAS

THE COMPLETE RANGE OF
HIGH QUALITY

CB ANTENNAS
DEALERSHIP NOW
AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT
THEUK

TEL: 061·797 7146

for details

SHELLPOST LIMITED
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OUR LATEST 12 PAGE MAIL ORDER/CLUB CATA·
LOGUE WILL BE SENT FREE WITH EACH ORDER.
FOR CATALOGUE ONLY PLEASE SEND SAE.

PleAS~ FILL IN lHc ORDER fORM OR PRINl ON A PLAIN PIECi Of
PAPC!l All OROUS WILL B~ DfSPATCHED WITHIN 2$ DAYS

l"" ~OCI
orr SOil COlOOO C.O:CI • o. 0

YOUR fiANDLEfS (Ple<;"e .:o,lnl)

~M'

ADDRESS

Plec"e rind enClo.e<lIOIOI ,emlnonce 01 t

PO ICHEQUE NO

Pleole mo~e .:oovotlle '0 PRINTOUT PROMOTIONS,
Cl SPICIAUST$, DIPT. cuo~
2$A AIINOTON $QUARt,
NOIlTNA,",PTON.



Doctor, doctor
The breakin~ channel row
continues with some using 14,
others using 19 and truckers
getting in where they can. But a
suggestion put forward by a
newly-formed monitoring group
looks like getting support from
breakers up and down the
country.

When CB first arrived in this
country it was logical that the
world-wide accepted emergency
channel, nine, should also be
used here. If you arrive on the
scene of an accident you don't
want to have to wait on the side
until there's a lull in the
cQversation. So channel nine is
for emergencies and
emergencies only.

It is also generally accepted
that channels eight and ten are
kept clear in case your making
arrangements for an eyeball at
the brown bottle shop bleeds all
over someone's 10.33. But what
is new, is the use of those two
channels for medical purposes.

The idea comes from Suffolk
EARS (Emergency Action Radio
Service), a monitoring
organisation, preparing to listen
in to channel 9 on a 24 hour
basis when CB is legalised.

One of the organisers, local
GP Andrew Mason, is also a
member of the Suffolk Accident
Rescue Service, a team of
volunteer doctors who are
equipped with life-saving
apparatus and go to road
accidents to give on-the-spot
medical treatment and
recognises the potential of CB
calling it the "first major advance
in communications for GPs
since Bell invented the
telephone more than one
hundred years ago."

It will obviously be particularly
useful for the Suffolk Accident
Rescue Service - and similar
groups throughout the country
- providing they can get on
channel. Channels eight and ten
are the answer.

Suffolk EARS have visited
several CB clubs and all the
breakers they've spoken 10 have
agreed to keep the channels
free. Although doctors are
avoiding illegal CB like the
plague (SO to speak), they will
use a legal service and believe
now is the time to introduce the
medical channel idea to
breakers.

Sounds like a good idea to us.
Any comments?

Channel tunnel
I expect you've heard it in the
local. The nurd's considered
statement on CB, modelled on
something he heard
somewhere, or something
someone told him: "Yur, CB'lI be
a flash in the pan. Look at
America, it's dying out there,

BREAKER

already". Familiar, huh? Also a
load of crap.

What is true is that they've got
over the initial boom and the
market has settled down, just
like it will here. After all they've
had CB since 1958, or just
before eight o'clock, so they've
had time to get used to it. What's
now happening in the USA, and
again it'll happen here
eventually, is that CB is growing
up, becoming more
sophisticated, and people are
finding more ingenious
applications.

One which is proving very
popular is based at the Chicago
airport. And others as well, but
I'm not one 10 namedrap. When
the punters drive into the tunnel,
which takes them under the
runway to the flight terminals,
the CB signal is, not surprisingly,
lost and their rigs!;Jo dead. Not
unlike when we drive through
the underpass in Croydon. If we
had a rig. Which we don't, of
course.

The difference is that a flight
information service is broadcast
on 27AM in the tunnel. Flights
delayed, please report to control
desk, rig smugglers will be
prosecuted, alllhat sort of stuff.
It's financed by a few
commercials so it's even self
supporting. Isn't that a good
idea? Wouldn't it be useful over
here? Giving road conditions
ahead, perhaps. The
possibilities are endless. The
world is our oyster. Or winkle, in
these times of inflation.

Smile
QSL cards look like rivalling
postage stamps in the
collectability stakes. It all began
as an off-shoot of CB to confirm
long-distance contacts between
breakers, and cards were soon
being sent all over the world.
Now clubs have been formed
and it has become a hobby in its
own right, and many cards are .
exchanged without senders .
having made contact. They
simply write to addresses on
club lists.

Cards have also become
more professional and elaborate
in design, as some of the
examples in Medicman's
Breaker features show. But what
if your artistic talents are limited
to writing on walls? We don't
want those foreign chappies
laughing at British OSL cards,
do we? National pride is at
stake.

Fear not. A Bedford company
is producing photo cards. They
may not have the edge on some
of the better illustrated cards
we've received but they are
certainly an improvement on the
poorer examples. The finished
article depends on the quality of
the pic you send them, of
course, but it's easier than
getting hold of artwork.

So get out your Brownie and
send a 35mm colour negative
with your name, address,
handle/station number and
personal greetings with a £24.95
cheque or postal order to
Wilderman Lld (B), 37 St
Cuthberts Street, Bedford.
They'll send you 100 cards and
then you can send one to us.
The only p'roblem is that once
the world s seen what you look
like, witr you ever get another
copy?

Hamming it up
Some people are very
determined. If you'd been
busted a number of times for
operating an illegal AM home
base and paid a succession of
fines, what would you do? Call it
a day? Take up macrame? No,
some of us are made of stouler
stuff. Not me, you understand,
but some of us are.

The breaker in question is
studying for an amateur radio
ham s licence. Ah, but it's still
illegal to broadcast on 27AM,
you might cry, if I'd let you get a
word in edgeways. True. Bul
they've got to catch you first.
And second and third,
apparently, because I'm told
they only warn you the first three
times.

Sure, it's a lot of trouble to go
to. StUdying, learning morse,
examinations, probably
expensive lOO. And then there's
lhe equipmenlto buy. Makes
you Ihink though, doesn't it? No,
probably not.

Deb's delight
Elton's, a classy club in
ChestnulRoad, London N17,
are open until midnight every
Thursday for a "CB enthusiasts'
.eyeball' evening. They've even
dropped their Jolly Posh Clothes
Only rule to let you scruffy lot in.

Everyone's dropping their
standards. I don't know what the
world's coming to. There's
nowhere to take a deb these
days. Maybe if I filled a CB
thingy in daddy's Fenari ...

Filtering through
The most bitter telephone calls
and letters we receive are not
from breakers but from people
whose TVs are troubled by
interference from CB. They're
not too interested if breakers
walk all over any other signal,
but disrupt their viewing and
they are a force to be reckoned
with.

Of course breakers aren't
immune from television
interference (TVI) but you've

all fitted a filter 10 your TV sets,
haven't you? In case you
haven't, and because it might
stop irate viewers giving us an
ear bashing, here's news of a
new high pass filter.

The Global HP44 comes to
you courtesy of Waiters and
Stanton Electronics and
should have reached retail
stores throughout the UK by
now, selting at around £6.

It's a more advanced design

than their earlier models with a
high rejection of interfering
signals from DC to 180MHz,
but which allows the higher
frequency TV signal to pass
unaffected. Which is why it's
called a high pass filler, see.

The manufacturers say the
filter also cuts out interference
from ham radios, taxis and
police. Do you suppose they
mean breakers aren't the only
offenders?

Tight trousers
At the risk of being sexist, do
you male readers remember
the ladies in tight black
trousers and blue sweatshirts
on the South Coast Discount
CB stand at the Custom Car
show? Course you do. You
lady readers probably
remember them too. But not
half as well, I suspect.

At that time Ihey just had the
one shop in Littfehampton. Or
LA as it's known locally.

But business has boomed
and now they've opened a
second, HACES (Home And
Car Entertainment Specialists
Lld), at 32 York Street in
Twickenham.

They can't guarantee ladies
in tighltrousers but they do
slock a full range of CB
goodies imported direct from
the States. And they do a nice
line in video too. Wonder if
they've got those ladies on
video.
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«~'Iam\ D 'FirestiK'
ANTENNAS

COMMUNICAnON
ANTENNAS! ! t

K40e
YOU'VE SEEN A
COUPLE OF OUR
ACCESSORIES,
'NOW CALL AND
SEETHE
FULL RANGE
at
eU~((Q)))on (
Europasonic IU.KJ Ltd, Britannia Works
Buildings. Sherbourne street,
Manchester M3 1EF.
Tel: 061 8348818 Telex: 668652 Eusoni.

Clyde Importers Ltd.
24/32 Coburg street.
Glasgow G5 9JF. Tel: 041 4292058.

we are now the main distributor of the full range of TAGRA C.B. Antennas and accessories.
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Good deeds
Good deeds department,
a~ain. And two more stories
with happy endings, thanks to
breakers.

In Hanwell, a mugger
attacked 74 year old Mrs
Florence Barkshire and stole
her purse, leaving her lying in
the street. She was found by
Cavalier, a member of the
Ealing and Brentford 27th CB
Club, who was passing in his
car and contacled fellow
member Sea Otter, who
phoned the Ealing police,

The police were their usual
non-commital selves, of
course, but did admit: 'There
were people on hand and they
certainly did help.'

The club also had a
whip-round and raised £55 for
Mrs Barkshire and fitted a new
lock on her front door.

Mrs Barkshire was less
reserved in her praise: 'I had
never heard of this radio band
before but they are wonderful,
wonderful people. If they can
help people in this way they
ought to be made legal. They
are real heroes,' she told the
local newspaper.

The club have also given
Mrs Barkshire a phone number
to call if she needs any help
maybe other clubs could do
the same on their own patch.

About 350 breakers in Derby
took part in a search for 13
year old Mark Millinship who
went missing. His stepfather
Keith Hook is a breaker
himself but was still surprised
at the response to his call for
help.

Mark returned home after a
friend saw reports of the
search in a local newspaper.

Insure rescue
Imagine you've had your rig
ripped off. Puts you in a tricky
position, doesn't it? Maybe you
don't need to imagine it, and
you're silting there now pulling
out your hair and plaiting your
revenge. Bul what else can
you do? The police won't
exactly be sympathetic, and
you can't claim on your
Insurance can you? Funny you
should say that. We've heard
from David Alien, who doesn't
tell jokes about the Pope but
does offer insurance for rigs
against theft, accidental
damage and even confiscation
by our little yellow friend,
Buzby.

Price depends on the type of
rig, but think £15 and you won't
be far wrong, which sounds
like a good deal to me.

The insurance is
underwritten by Lloyds of
London, but don't ask me how
he can insure something
against theft when you're not

BREAKER

supposed to have it in the first
place. If you want to ask him,
write to Carlton Chambers, 24
Queen Street, Huddersfield or
phone (0484) 47027.

Blag
It must be getting difficult for
the average criminal to make a
dishonest living these days.
But they really should know
better than la blag a CB shop.

Peter Clark, from the
Amateur Radio and CB Radio
Shop in Brentwood, has asked
us to thank, on his behalf, all
the breakers who helped in the
recovery of equipment ripped
off from his premises.

'We received calls over the
air, telephone messages and
people popped into the shop
with news. I have never known
such an amazing reaction,' he
told our crime correspondent.

'From the police reaction, it
would appear that they too
were surprised at the help we
had.' Back to the factory,
George. I need a drink.

Police Five
Staying on the subject of
ripped-off equipment, we've
had a note from Arrow
Electronics in Brentwood
giving us details of stolen rigs,
not necessarily from them but
from customers, friends and
fellow dealers. If you come
across any of these, let us
know and we'll pass on the
message: TR7800 Kenwood
(serial no. 1040911), stolen
Doddinghurst; TS280
Sommerkamp (8300025 inside
lid), stolen Glasgow; FDK Multi
700E (02259); FT78 Yeesu
(9H0405), slolen Lincoln;
TS240 Sommerkamp
(8000180 inside lid), stolen
Bolton; IC255 (no. not known),
stolen Uncoln; TS280FM
Sommerkamp (8300212 inside
lid), stolen Romford; FT1 01 E
serial (8H351814), smash and
grab Arrow shop; SK100
Sommerkamp (switched
power linear), stolen Arrow
shop and believed to have
been offered around CBers in
Billericay/Basildon area.

If you've had any equipment
stolen, give us as much
information as possible and
we'll do what we can. Together
we can make this world a
better place to live in. Book
him, Dano ...

Spacey
Did you see it? The space
shuttle, Columbia? This is
hardly the place to go on about
the 35th wonder of the world
and similar, but it was a bit
trick, what?

Watched every televised
minute, I did. Saw the abortive
launch on Friday, the real thing
on Sunday, and followed it all
the way to touchdown.
Listened to all communications
between Cape Canaveral,
Houston Mission Control, the
Kennedy Space Center and
the chaps at Edwards Air
Force Base. They, with this
Capcom chappie, did major
amounts of rabbiting with Crip
and John Boy for 2V2 days.

But I'm beginning to think
that they weren't Americans at
all. I think they were Russian
infiltrators. In all that time they
didn't say 10-4 once.

The MOB
They may be known as the
MOB and all wear dark
glasses, but the Molesey Open
Breakers are softies at heart.

Mrs Roberts, crippled with
arthritis, had her electric
wheelchair stolen from outside
her front door. And when the
police found it, it had been
vandalised and needed £30 of
repairs.

The MOB came to her.
rescue and raised the money
to have the chair repaired. And

handed over a bouquet of
flowers (below). Good eh?

Dodault? Renodge?
It always makes sense, but
particularly in times of
economic strife, for companies
to join forces and pool
resources, and the formation
of a joint truck company,
Karrier Motors Lld, by Talbot
and Renault is the latest in a
long line of similar deals.

The individual marques,
Dod~e and Renault, will
conllnue but they plan to
develop complimentary
product and sales benefits and
to sell both ranges through
both dealer networks.

They say this will strengthen
their position in the face of
increasing international
competition. So we can expect
the phasing out of conflicting
models in their ranges and the
introduction of new ones.

Ch ... ch ...
changes
More news on REACT UK,
which we received too late for
inclusion in the feature.
Changes in the regions have
also meant changes at the top,
and the man who first got the
organisation off the ground,
Ivan Francis, now becomes
REACT UK general manager.
His previous post of national
co-ordinator is filled by Alastair
Mackay, whos wife Janet is
now deputy co-ordinator. Peter
Home is the new membership
and administration secretary.

A meeting of all area and
county co-ordinators is set for
June 6, to finalise the selling
up of the teams in preparation
for legalisation.



NNOUNCEMENTTO
THE TRADE

c:
Canadian lnstruments & Electronics ltd.
ARE THE SOLE U.K. STOCKING DISTRIBUTORS AND

FRANCHISE HOLDERS TO THE TRADE FOR

I

ITURNER®I
CB MICROPHONES, ANTENNAS & ACCESSORIES

We are also franchise holders for HY-GAIN & TELEX. Trade enquiries welcome at:
Harris-Bass House, Station Road, IIkeston, Derbys. Tel: (0602) 302331. Telex: 377755.

ELECTRON"'"

VAN ORDT

o~....~"'\. D

K4Q.

BREAKER-ONE-FOUR
THE CB SUPERSTORE
130 HIGH STREET
EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX
01-952 8860/8185/7488

~n.

[TURNERJ

TELEX,

BREMI

The Countries Largest Wholesale & Retail
Selection of Citizen Band Radio Sole Agents for

Aooessories Tagra Emblem

WE CAN SUPPLY EVERYTHING THE BREAKER NEEDS
AH03 3 Element Beam Antennas~95 Main dist. for Bremi

3-5 amp Power Supplies 13-95
DV27 HN 5/s -S/aWaveAntenna 10-50

Splitter Boxes - 2·50
Hira lIIoon'ors-lIIoonitor AMIFMIAIRITU and 4Q Channel CB-l3-50

Var Ordt - 01 RI.. Audk> King The Best MOO~ Antenna - 24-00
Harada TL11 - Disguised Steel Whip wi1h Spilter 12-50

VaIorCB Alarm -Alarm sounds when your CB is stolen!! 7·95
ComBln snd _ the 7AGRA' range ofantenllBS - Sole Importers

'Firestll'
ANTENNAS

~
TH( 200 CHANNEl ANUNNA
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TEL: 01·891 2244

OME & CAR ENTERTAINMENT SPECIALISTS LTD
WE CAN BE FOUND

T: 32 YORK STREET, TWICKENHAM, MIDDX.
FOR

B : RADIO ACCESSORIES: VIDEO EQUIPMENT

AR RADIO TELEPHONE: FILM LIBRARY

XTRAS: MAIL ORDER - ACCESS - BARCLAYCARD -10% CLUB DISCOUNT

EE US IN OUR NEW SHOP

••• 10·6 MON·THURS (10.8 FRIDAY) 9·6 SATURDAY

H M
INTERNATIONAL (U.K.)

REGARDED BY MANY AS THE FINEST
QUALITY CB ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

OUR RANGE IS NOW ON SALE IN THE UK
THROUGH OUR NEW CASH AND CARRY

WAREHOUSE IN LEICESTER

WHOLESALE/TRADE ONL Y

Telephone: 761731 (2 lines)
Telex: HAM UK 341928

BREAKER

24 BUCKLAND ROAD
off FOREST ROAD

LEICESTER
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explained they couldn't do that because
they are staying strictly legal, he grab
bed a press release, mumbled "we
might be able to use this" and strode
out again. As only a BBC man can.

But then if the rest of the media told
you everything you wanted to know,
you wouldn't need Breaker, would you?
So I'll just tell you we've expanded our
coverage of the monitoring organisa
tions and get on with it. You'll find the
latest on REACT UK elsewhere in this
issue.

First up this month are the aforemen
tioned, and newly-formed, Suffolk
EARS (Emergency Action Radio Ser
Vice). The idea to form a local group
first came about after GP Andy Mason
gave a talk on tirst aid to the Eastern
Counties Open Channel Club
(ECOCC).

Andy is a member of the Suffolk
Accident Rescue Service, a team of
voiunteer doctors equipped with Iife
saving equipment (sometimes worth up
to £3,000 and bought by the doctors
themselves), who go to road acidents to
give on-the-spot medical help before
the ambulance arrives. This is only one
of a national network of similar teams
and other monitoring groups might like
to find out if there's one near them for
the obvious advantages of having a
doctor in the house.

But a team of doctors is only as
effective as its communications and
Andy feels they are not given the
opportunity to use the equipment to the
full. Time is the vital factor and delays.
can literally mean the difference be
tween life and death. The first delay can
occur when tryinQ to alert the emergen
cy services, particularly in rural areas,
where phones are as rare as hens'
teeth, and on some stretches of motor
way. Getting the message to the acci
dent rescue doctors themselves is the
other problem area and high cost has
prevented the use of a radio system for
24 hour coverage. Andy believes CB is
the answer.

After speaking to the ECOCC break
ers, Suffolk EARS was born. And
having a doctor on hand has certainly
made it an easy birth. So to speak.

First move was to form a committee.
ECOCC chairman Mike Braband be
came chairman of EARS and club
committee members Bill Thayer and his
wife Carol took up the roles of vice
chairman and social secretary. Andy
sits on the EARS committee as a sort of
medical adviser, also responsible for ~
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We all know how CB first came to these
shores, don't we? Gift wrapped in the
Stars and Stripes in movies like Convoy
and, more recently, in TV programmes
like Dukes of Hazzard, the glamorous
image of this elitist club soon captured.
imaginations. Everyone from Nation
wide to the Eccleswade Echo was
teaching Joe Public to 'speak CB'. But
the bug had bitten and Joe Public was
itching for more.

Unfortunately for the Government,
more meant introducing a CB system to
the UK and they weren't as carried
away as the rest of us. Although many
believe they should be. Carried away,
that is.

No, the pro-CB lobby needed to push
the responsible uses arthe service, the
Acceptable Face of CB. CB radio can
save Iives, .. they told the government,
and the government had to agree.
Maybe they thought they should have
introduced it to the people instead of
vice versa, not that they' would ever
admit it, of course. Even If it were true.
Or not.

In the meantime, Joe Public had got
himself organised. While the govern
ment were still umming and ahhing,
groups of enthusiasts were getting
together, either to monitor the illegal
sets already operating, or to set up
teams in preparation for the day when
the umming and ahhing stopped. And
that sort of optimistic forward planning
certainly shows dedication to the
cause.

The FM announcement has added
fuel to both sides of the illegal/legal
argument, so the two different types of
organisations carry on - some moni
toring, some waiting. But both with the
intention of doing just what they said
CB would do: saving lives.

The irony is that the cowboy image of
CB seems more appealing to the
national newspapers and TV than
monitoring teams. In one respect, this is
understandable. IIleQal monitors are
reluctant to give their names in case
they are used and most papers aren't
too keen to say that breakers helped In
police work on the word of Tin Can
Pilot. Neither will the police confirm that
the breakers played any part, because
someone upstairs might just wonder
why they didn't bust them. Bit tricky,
really.

However, you would think there was
a story in the fact that thousands of
volunteers are planning to give up their
spare time to monitor channel 9 when
CB is legalised in the autumn. These
groups need the media's help now to
spread the word and attract members
but stories about hookers using CB
seem 'more appealing.

When the formation of a new moni
toring group, Suffolk EARS; was
announced at a press conference, the
organisers were delighted when a BBC
man strode in, as only a BBC man can,
saying there was a camera crew out
side. But when he said he wanted film
of someone using a rig, and EARS

-[}uruuuuu@O
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co-ordinating with the authorities.
It's important that any group planning

to operate within the law has a good
relationship with the law - and the:
other emergency services - as we've
said in previous REACT features. A
good relationship is also useful to the
nlegal organisations but, alas, seldom
possible and all they can hope is that
they will be accepted after legalisation.

Both Mike and Bill are Americans
with useful experience of a working CB
system but they have lived in the UK for
some years and stress that Suffolk
EARS is a British organisation, de
signed to meet local needs. It's interest
ing that they've formed a local group,
because although they hope to go
national eventuafiy, they're doing it on a
regional basis, spreading out from
Suffolk with separate groups; Essex
EARS, Norfolk EARS and so on.

REACT chose to develop a national
network from the start by appointing
regional co-ordinators and then recruit
ing teams in each of the areas. There's
more ways of killing a cat than choking
it with Lynn's coffee, as we say in the
office. When Lynn's not there. .

When EARS do take off nationally,
the Suffolk committee will operate a
training programme to ensure stan
dards are kept up. But it's early days yet
and their first objective is to provide
coverage for the A45 between Felix
stowe and Cambridge, which is one of
the busiest roads in the country and is
heavily used by trucks carrying danger
ous chemicals. Lynn's coffee, that sort
of thing.

So, to continue the analogy of a few
paragraphs back, their baby is born but
they need a lot of help to get it through
its infancy. Children being what they
are today. And help, in this case,
means volunteers, of course. Apart
from the normal requirements of moni
tors and money, they aiso need practic
al assistance, particularly from you
clever ones, for erecting base station
antennas and generally fiddling around
with technical bits.

The organisation will be broken down
into 3 tiers. The first covers mobiles
and, since they don't believe 930MHz
will be used Uoin the club), that means
27FM. All monitors will have to hold a
licence and they hope eventually to
have all legal operators in the area on
their books. They will each be shown
how to make an emergency call (details
are also given on the back of the
membership card) and brief instructions
on first aid will be given, so someone
arriving at the scene of an accident can
at least stop the bleeding and ensure a
clear airway. This alone, they say,
would be a great life saver.

The second tier will be strategically
sited base stations monitoring channel
9 on a rota basis and they want
volunteers to step forward now so these
can be set up. This being the Year of
the Disabled, Andy Mason was quick to
point out the useful part they can play.
People confined to their homes, partic
ularly, may have the time to monitor
and Suffoik EARS hopes they will be
able to supply free sets, and the
necessary instruction, to those who
can't afford it - if EAR's tunds allow it,
which is where we come to the grubby
money bit.

Complete home base stations don't
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come cheap and EARS wants to en
sure at least two back ups for each in
case someone on duty is unable to
operate for some reason. That means
big money. The ECOCC have raised
some funds with social· events and they
hope other clubs will do the same.
Monitors will be charged a membership
fee of £1 but the rest is down to
donations and general scrounging,
which voluntary organisations are so
good at. And you'll all give generously,
won't you?

The third tier is the linking in with
police, fire and ambulance services and
the accident emergency doctors. EARS
believe channels 8 and 10 should be
reserved for medical use. This doesn't
seem too much to ask since they are
usually clear to avoid bleeding into the
emergency channels and all the break
ers they've spoken to have agreed to
keep 8, 9 and 10 free.

Recruitment is underway so that the
groundwork - .and there really is a lot
of organisation involved - can be
completed before CB· Day, and they
can be operating as soon as the
monitors have licences. The sooner
they hear from breakers, and prospec
tive breakers, nationwide, the sooner
their network can spread. Today Suf
folk, tomorrow the world.

You can contact Suffolk EARS c/o
Everards Hotel (really) in Bury St.
Edmunds, Suffolk.

As we've said, monitoring groups are
split into two camps. Those setting up
organisations in preparation for legal
isation, when they will start operating
(like REACT and Suffolk EARS), and
those who monitor the illegal 27AM sets
already in the country, using illegal
equipment themseives, of course.

It would be easy to fall into the
legal/illegal argument again but lets just
say both sides agree CB can save lives
and some don't believe in waiting until
the Government say it's OK to do so.
It's not that the legal groups want to see
lives lost. In fact, many of their mem
bers are monitoring now but indepen
dently of their organisation - after
legalisation they will fall in line with the
system introduced and work with the
national network of teams now being
set up.

There are, however, over a million
CB rigs in this country and if a group
hasn't got that vital link with the author
ities to protect, there's enough 10.33s
to Keep them busy.

THAMES
THAMES (Traffic Help And Monitor

ing Emergency Services) is one such
group. With well over 200 members all

over the country, they are risking pro
secution to save lives. Perhaps yours.
Or yours, Mr Whitelaw. But let's not get
too emotional. Helping the very author
ities which are out to get you does
create a few problems, of course. But
we'll come back to that. Let's take the
advice of Julie Andrews and Petula
Clark and start at the very beginning.

THAMES was formed last year by the
United Breakers Association but it soon
became a sizeable operation in itself
and George Mark, (or Sticks, as he's
known to his friends) took over as
director and now runs it as a separate
entity, although still affiliated to the
UBA.

George and his wife devote every
spare minute to THAMES and handle
most of the administration and day to
day running. He maintains that moni·
tors shouldn't be charged to sit at their
own rigs in their own time, so mem
bership is free. The only income is from
the 27 Club - whose president, Micro
dot, has been absolutely marvelious,
says George - and the sale of cloth
patches.

Although called THAMES, they don't
restrict their activities to London and
monitors are on channel all over the
country including Bristol, Portsmouth,
Southampton, Weybridge, North
ampton, Brighton and even the Sheppy
Islands. Each monitor logs all calls for
the records and gives a complete
motoring service with details of road
warnings, late garages, late chemists
and, of course, reports accidents and
other emergencies - which is where
we come to the problem with the
emergency services.

In some areas, all emergency calls
phoned over by monitors are dealt with
in the normal· way. But in others,
George claims the 999 operators are
reluctant to take the calls from anony
mous callers, and when they know it's a
breaker the line is left open to· trace the
call.

Ideally THAMES would run a home
base from a 24 hour monitoring centre
equipped with the necessary equip
ment to take 10.33s efficiently. The
members say that they are prepared to
operate illegally from their cars to save
lives but would prefer the concession of
just one station to monitor legally with
out the fear ot being busted. They did
try without the approval of the authories
but a visit from six police cars and a van
full of dogs put an end to that. As the 50
foot ariel mast lying in the back garden
proves. But George remains enthusias
tic and has happily given his name,
address and phone number out over
the air in the past in a bid to get more
members. Now he's off the air but still
kept busy co-ordinating the ever in
creasing membership.

Among them are two doctors, who
must obviously remain anonymous,
prepared to offer their services. Medic
One and Medic Two, as they are
known, will give training in first aid and
use of the emergency codes and take
vital details of the victims condition over
the air or, if it's nearby, they will attend
the accident themselves. THAMES
hope to expand this service and recruit
nurses and other medical types. Tree
surgeons need not apply. Then again,
THAMES claim to be able to give help
on every subject, so varied are the

BREAKER
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need a body to co-ordinate all these
different services. And by a happy
coincidence one such body has just
been formed.

The National Emergency Service
(NES) is the brainchild of former
REACT members Judy and Nigel
Read, with a word or two of encourage
ment from Andy Donovan of the UBA.

NES will not control the activities or
aims of the emergency monitoring
group but will attempt to work as a
go-between, to any degree the groups
wish, and ensure an efficient service to
the community. They will also work for
the individual, the breaker who doesn't
want to belong to a monitoring organ
isation but would like some form of
training in taking and reporting
emergency calls. These individual
monitors will be logged on a computer,
so locals can be put in contact with
each other to form rotas.

They also hope to act as a VOice, on
behalf of breakers, to Government
departments (good luck) and manufac
turers.

A manaQement council is to be set up ~Du 0
and wiit Include a legal advisor, a ff)lli)lli)@
promotionai materials manager and an 0
events manager to provide information, a
news of services, liaison with existing
emergency services and advice when~
required. A £2 membership has been
set to cover postage and stationery.

They hope to attract individuals but
they can obviously reach a wider aUdi-I":=_=~~-
ence at the clubs and have mailed
information to about 150. If you weren't
among them, contact NES at 48 Hol
som Close, Stockwood; Bristol BS14
8XL. (Tel: Whitchurch (Avon) 839678).

So, that's' th~ state of play on the
monitoring field up to date. Or rather it
isn't because there must be some,
particularly the smaller local groups,
that we missed. We're oniy human, or
very nearly, after all. And some of you
are incredibly shy, forgetful, secretive
or all three.

If you're not in the feature, don't take
an overdose of Haliborange or throw
yourself under the staff Chevy (oh, all
right then: Capri), just drop us a line or
ten and we'it inciude you next month.
We'll include your address too, if you
want it in, so it's also a free recrUiting
campaign. The Army would pay
thousands for this sort of coverage, you
know.

Ok, so that's the deal. Whether it's a
big group or small, national or local,
new or established, or even the story of
an individual helping someone out, you
tell us and we'll tell the world. Or at least
those who read Breaker. And the rest
really aren't worth bothering about. L_2~:l!'I"

trades and skills of its monitors, so
marbe you should.

I you're on channel, you naughty
person you, and want to join THAMES,
write to George Mark at 18 Shepherds
Way, Monkshill, Selsdon, S. Croydon,
or call him on 01·657 7213.

Next up are BEST, Breakers Emergen·
cy Service Team, based in the Mid
lands and organised and operated by
the members of local CB clubs. Like the
other groups, they are attracting mem
bers from all over the country and they
are gradually extendinQ their coverage.
They've found that skip leveis, some
times reaching S9, mean a home
base's range is often limited to three
miles, so they are aiming for a concen·
trated network.

While the rest of the groups are
listening into channel 9, BEST only
monitor the breaking channels, working
on the theory that since they can't yet
provide 100% 24 hour coverage some
one else is more iikely to pick up the call
on a breaking channel. Makes sense
providing it's possible to get a 10.33 in
edgeways. They can't be officially rec
ognised, for obvious reasons, but all the
local services gratefully receive their
calls and the police turn a blind eye and
a deaf ear to the monitors. If I said the
police have asked BEST for help they
would deny it, so I won't, but it seems to
be working well. When three children
were reported missing in the Midlands,
for example, 200 breakers were soon
combing a 50 mile radius.

BEST believe prevention is better
than cure and give out weather and
traffic reports, including motorway fog
warnings, a service which they say is
neglected by some groups.

All calls are recorded on cards as
they come in giving monitors a record of
the information to be passed on. Some
use tape recorders wired into their
home bases to cut out interference, a
bit like the direct recording system that
you don't use to record from your stereo
because it's illegal.

Membership costs £1 to cover some
of the costs and if you want more
information, whether you're in the Mid·
lands or farther afieid, send a SAE to
John Foster at 140 Cranby Road,
Sunny Side Estate, Nuneaton, War
wickshire, CB10 8EW. Next.

As someone once said. neccessity is
the mother of invention. It was probabiy
Oedipus, but that needn't bother us
here. What should bother us is: Is this
heaithy growth in monitoring organisa
tions heaithy for the unfortunate victims
of the accidents? Will monitors be
fighting over the airwaves to take an
emergency call? Very unlikely, because
we're all jolly sensible, aren't we? But it
does illustrate my point which is (in
case it doesn't illustrate it at all) that we

BREAKER
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THE BIGGEST CB WHOLESALE
WAREHOUSE IS NOW OPEN!!

GLOBE .
COMMUNICATIONS LTD

(Rear of Abbey Associates)
158 BROOKER ROAD,

WALTHAM ABBEY, ESSEX
TEL. 01-520-5832

OR LEA VALLEY 762472
TELEX 24507

WE STOCK: BREMI, TURNER,
AVANTI, K40, HAM MASTER,

HYGAIN, SIRTEL, TELEX, PLUS MANY
MORE LEADING LINES.

ORDERS DESPATCHED ALL OVER
THE COUNTRY.
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Between you and me, I've never been a
great fan of science fiction. I haven't
really got anything against it, you
understand, it's just that I never got into
it when it was Very Trendy Indeed to
get into things. When the other kids at
school were saving the world (again)
with Dan Dare, I was exploring the
more progressive literature of the day,
something which explored the social
problems of the times. Beano was
always a great favourite. Give me a
banana skin and a good spanking any
day, I'd say. Still do, actually.

And when everyone else at college
was reading Moorcock, I'd discovered
the books unaer our newsagent's coun-
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ter. And they were worth a lot more on
the open market, whatever disturbing
images Moorcock's name might con
jure up.

So, having given the amateur
psychologists among you something to
feast on, what's the connection be
tween sci-fi and Breaker, as James
Burke might say? Did they take a home
base up in the space shuttle? How does
a DV27 stand up to re-entry? Has Mr
Spock got his ears on? Can you SWR a
satellite? I shouid stress at this stage,
these questions are rhetoricai, just in
case you're expecting answers.

No, the missing link, with apologies to
Darwin, lies within the head of a TV

character. Got it yet? No? Oh dear, all
this is wasted on you lot. Did you watch
The Hitch Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy
on Beeb 2? Just after the news on
Monday nights. Based on Douglas
Adams books, which were based on
his radio series.

They were all jolly tine and if you
didn't see/read/hear them, hang your
heads (another clue) in shame and
write "I must not ruin the flow of Breaker
features" 42 times. Then read the
books and wail for a repeat of the TV
series.

I will continue for the enlightened
among us who recognise Hitch Hikers ..
as the best TV series, book etc. etc. of ,..
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the decade. Second to Richard's
appearance on Nationwide, perhaps.

You all remember Zaphod Beeble
brox, don't you? The two headed lov
able rogue who made us all insanely
jealous by cuddling Sandra Dlckinson
with three arms, he also invented the
universe-famous Pan Galactic Gargle
Blaster cocktail but I'm tempted to
make snide references to Lynn's
coffee, so I'll move qUickly along.

It's one thing to write about a creature
with three arms and two heads and the
same thing again to say in a radio
series. Logic like that made Spock raise
his eyebrows but until Hitch Hikers
appeared on TV, no one had seen
Zaphod, of course. But they had to put
him on the screen. And he had to have
two heads and three arms. Tricky, huh?

But the clever chaps in the Beeb's
special effects department are not ones
to give up easily. If you've built the
inside of the Tardis and the outside of
K9, what's an extra head? A bit of a
pain, as it happens, because they only
had six weeks from being told about it
to the start of filming. That's show
business.

Assistant designer Mike Kelt was the
man given the job and since the brief
said the head should "do as much as
possible", he decided radio controlled
gear was the answer. He'd used it
before on Dr. Who's K9, but that was
easy in comparison. For Mike, that is.

That's the link, see. You knew all the
time, didn't you? Zaphod's spare cran
ium was radio controlled, using 27MHz
sets identical to those used by our radio
model friends. Just think what chaos
you would have caused modulating
nearby when they were filming Hitch
Hikers. No, best not.

Back to the plot where the fiendish
Doctor Keltehstein is starting work on
the skull. It's made of glassfibre, just
like Triple C's Dutton, with holes for
easy access, exactly like Triple C's
Dutton. The dimensions were obviously
limited by those of the actor, Mark
Wing-Davey, who is renowned for his
average size head, so it couldn't be too
large but it had to house twelve servos.
I bet your friends don't know how many
radio control servos fit inside the aver
age head. We certainly expand your
mind on Breaker. You'd probably get
thirteen in now.

But before he could wire up all the
twiddly bits, Mike needed a face, or
rather Zaphod did. And they chose a
fearless expression. Yes, they certainly
put a brave face on things at the Beeb
(end of contrived joke). Mark Wing
Davey was made up with the scar and a
latex rubber mask was formed from his
face. This was then coloured and clever
Joan Stribling from the make-up depart
ment made up MW-D to match.

In the special effects workshop, Mike
put the head through it's paces for us. It
swivels around and tilts on model
helicopter bearings and the servos pull
cables and push rods to make the
mouth, eyebrows and eyes move. The
effect is very eerie indeed and although
a little worse for wear after being in
storage, the head still looked better
than some people in our office on a
Monday morning.

Power for the mechanics comes from
specially-made battery packs courtesy
of radio control specialists MacGregor,
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who also supplied the servos and the
two seven channel handsets. He tried
using penlight dry cell batteries just like
you use in your torch, or your vibrator,
madam, but they only lasted ten min
utes, which would have proved a mite
embarrassing during filming. So Mac
Gregor made up the special power
pack, giving them three hours of whirl
Ing and twiddling on set.

While you were sitting at. home
watching Hitch Hikers and wondeting at
the ingenuity of it all or, as in my case,
drooling over Sandra Dickenson, Mike
was just out of shot at the controls. Of
the head, not Sandra. And when some
thing went wrong - you probably
missed that when you popped out to
make a coffee - Mike would rush onto
the set with his magic screwdriver and
put everything right. Which means he
stood quite near Sandra Dickinson ...
He gets paid too, you know. Ah well,
that's show business.

If Douglas Adams writes another
series, Mike says they'll make another
head, which he promises will be even
more life-like. If you saw the pro
gramme, you'll know that's quite a
claim. If you didn't, take a look at the
pics.

Let me leave you with one thought. If
the BBC are capable of producing
radio-controlled clones, was Zaphod
really the first? Next time Larry Grayson
cocks up his lines, look out for Mike Kelt
with his magiC screwdriver. Who needs
science fiction, anyway? That's show
business ...

-
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The North's ~?~

Leading Distributor
of CB accessories!

Also distributors *Antenna Matchers
* SecretSam

of afull range of * Patch Leads
Audio, Electronic * S.WR. Meters

Products and other * Plugs & Sockets
* P.A. Speakers

27 MHz equipment. * 1\1.1. Filters

li d t 9 5 * CB Monitorsra e coun er am- pm * K40 Microphones
Sunday 10am-2pm *WalkieTalkies

write or phone for trade *Remote Telephones
catalogue & price list *Answering Machines*R.G. 58

* Indoor Antenna

*501e
distributors of

ARMSTRONG
BASE LOADED
CB ANTENNAS

Telephone: 061-7372587 Telex: 665383TRADAG
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TRUNK LIP

MOUNT

MAGNETIC MOUNT

~..

Shunt fed coils
for quieter
reception.

I
Quick disconnect
- '·3/4 turn,
water tight, Avail
able in seven (7)
different mounts,

In-l ine connector
simplifies antenna "J-....--~---;i
installation. ~ ~

24-MONTH LIMITED WARRANTY
Armstrong Industries, division of Monitor
Crystal Inc. warrants each new product to be
free from defects in material and workman-
ship under normal use and service for a period
of 24 months from delivery to the ultimate
consumer,

For complete information, consult the
written warranty of Armstrong Industries.

exclusive all·in·one
24-MONTH WARRANTY

Because of the superior features and
quality of the all-american, we do not
void this exclusive 24-Month Warranty
even if antenna is installed by the
ultimate consumer!

Uni·axis ball joint tilts full
450 in all directions for
perfect vertical positioning,

All hardware is stainless
steel - will not rust.

\

\

l'l

~-----

iill'l1 "'"

'--'-t:it(ii~~'npI09'" not the most expensive

JUST THE BEST!
Al017
46TAK·10a No Shock Spring (shown)
Heavy Duty triple chrome plated bracket
for trunk lip mount installations - entire
antenna is at d.c. ground for super. Iow
noise reception.

Copper plated (adds 108 gain) 17-7 PH J
stainless steel. Tapered whip with static tip ~
- factory preset- minimum SWR. ~ ~

Solid machined brass triple chrome plating for ~
corrosion·free appearance. Meets military ...........
specifi~ations. .......

Solid machined brass triple chrome plating
for corrosion·free appearance,

Al018

17-7 PH stainless steel spring -- rust proof.

First truly hollow coil form - less than
1% variance from antenna to antenna,

Silver, plated beryllium copper contact spring

Special high strength low loss glass-filled
NORYL plastic, Heavy duty copper wire coil.
500 watts continuous operation rating 
1000 watts intermittent operating rating.

is the new leader!

Molded NORYL - highest quality engineering
plastic available .- inpervious to elements.

58-AU type cable 95% braid coverage sealed
against water and moisture.

RETAILERS:- Your name
could be here!! - write
or phone for full details.
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If you were feeling particularly critic
al, you might accuse us of giving too
much coverage to mobile rigs at the
expense of home bases. An English
man's home Is his castle, you might
say, Immediately Inviting a sack of
hostile letters from Irate readers In
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ire
land. Sure, you could add, home
bases 'are In the, minority In this
country, but don't they· deserve a
mention now and again? If you did
say that, and.1 realise you all value
our judgement too much to do any
such thing, what do you suppose
our reaction would be? Would we tell
you to nail 011 and mind your own
business? No, of course not. If you
said you wanted a feature on home
bases, we'd say, "OK, here It Is."
And you have. OK, here It Is (told
you).
You were right when you said there
weren't many in this country, though.
The reason is obvious when you think
about it, but we'll save you the trouble
and tell you anyway. If you were
considering smuggling rigs into the
country (and this is pureiy hypothetical),
would you go for mobile sets, about the
size of a car cassette player, or home
bases, more like stereo amps? No
contest, is there? lI's also a minority
market, due mainly to cost, but we'll get
to that later.

While we agree there isn't exactly a
glut of home bases in the country, there

Whal the fiddly blls do. The Midland is a demand for CB at home, We don't

lbalOW) has upper and lower .Ideband all drive, for a start, Some have been
giving 120 channels), mll gain, fine asked not to by a gentleman in a funny

tuning, digital readout, power meter, d 'f h' h
squelch, RF gain and distance-local. The wig, Others on t ancy f elr c ances
Slaucer gives you the same plus hi and against the staff Capri. Whatever the
low, 240 channels In all, Cost? Yes. A lot. reason, they can still enjoy the benefits

of CB, And even if you do drive, you rely
on home base operators for much at
the information you pick up on your
travels. And wouldn't it be handy if you
could talk to home?

We've said that cost can be prohibi
tive, and it's true that purpose built
home bases are two or three times the
cost of the mobile set that you haven't
got under your dash. But there's no
reason why a mobile rig can't be
adapted to home use. .

A mobile rig witl be more effeclent at
home because you won't get any
interference from the dirty bits under
the bonnet and the antenna will be
static. DIY and Acts of God allowing,
Although a car antenna can be used,
twigs designed specificalty tor home
use are obviously more effective.
You've got the space, so you might as
well use a better antenna. More of that
later.

It you use one of those slide mounts
that theives are so fond of, you can
swop the rig over from car to home but
that means disconnecting and recon
necting each time, so it's better to save
up for an extra set if you can.

Given that you're planning to use a
mobile set in the home then, the first
thing to establish is a power supply,
Now, your home mains supply is 240
volts AC, unless you're continental, in
which case you probabiy can't under
stand this anyway. Your rig is 12 volts
DC, Spot the difference? Good, we're
haltway there. The choices open to you
are to either use the same power
source as in your car or buy a transfor
mer. Batteries are messy, smelly and
potentially dangerous -things and in
volve a lot of work, so are the ideal
choice for the masochists among you.
They also need charging regularly and
prefer to be disconnected when not in
use. I'm not suggesting you don't know
that the red wire goes to the positive
terminal and the black to the negative,
or that you might get them the wrong
way round, But if you have to do it
several times a day .. , well, mistakes
are very easy to make and fried rigs
very difficult to mend.

Before the Battery Marketing Board
write me a nasty letter, I should point
out that they might be a little cheaper
than transformers. But battery acid
would play havoc with my Chippendale,
so I know which I'd prefer. You can bUy
a transformer from almost any electrical
shop - just ensure it's got at least a
three amp regulated DC current, and
pushes out 12-14 volts. Connect up the
two wires and Bob's your old buddy, Or
rather he would be if he could hear you
but we haven't connected up the anten
na yet, have we? Well, Bob will have to
wait because I'm going to say a word
about purpose built home bases first.
We have covered the pros and cons of
home base antennas before, incident
ally, we'll do a brief synopsis, fear not.
First, back to base.

Having said that mobile rigs in the
home can also be a pain in the arse, I
should point out that not all home base
sets can be plugged into the mains, so
you still might need a transformer. Or a
smelty, messy, unsightly and potentially
dangerous battery. But, after legal
isation, you can expect plug-in items
from the major manufacturers. At a
price, of course,
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things, it's a matter of weighing up the
performance (db again) agilinst the
cost. You pays your money and takes
your chOice, my boy. Remember
though, the more complex the antenna
you go for, the more hassle you're
going to have mounting it. Whether you
screw it to the roof, the side of the
house or a fifty foot mast in the back
garden, ensure it's mounted securely.
It'll take a hell of a buffeting from the
weather.

When you're choosing a suitable
location, ensure too that the feed
line (large diameter coax is expensive
but worth every penny) is kept as short
as possible because it absorbs power
as the length increases. Use proper
connectors for any joins and waterproof
them all with electncal tape. There's no
point in spending hundreds on a plush
rig and antenna and then rushing the
installation, or cutting corners. Take
your time and stick to the letter of the
installation and operating instructions.

Before I leave you to pore over the
pix and dig out issue No 3, a word about
iightning. It might not strike the same
place twice but have you been struck
once? Fit an in-line arrestor to the
antenna coax and join it to an earth rod
by thick copper wire. Or connect it to
your cold water pipes and enjoy a
couple of seconds of free hot water.

Once you've used a homebase, YOU'll
never want to be without one. There's
none of the distractions of driving and
all the comforts of home. If you can
open a can of beer and speak at the
same time, you're halfway there.

Top Is a very complex, but very efficient,
directional beam. The other two are the
basic quarter-wave ground-plane (left)
and the live-eighth wave (right).

last year's Christmas present from
Aunty Joyce. But after CB day, get out
the ladder and the sky's the limit.

But how do you know which antenna
to bUy? What you need is some way of
evaluating its performance, so it's a
good job there's a thing called gain

.because that's just what it does. Given
that base antennas, like the mobile
variety, are referred to in terms of their
relationship to the radio wave they are
receiving, a quarter wave is therefore
shorter than a half wave. Gain is
measured is decibels (db) and the basic
quarter-wave has a gain of nothing,
zifch, zero. Sad really. But useful be
cause the performance of all other
antennas is measured in terms of how
much better than the quarter wave they
are. An antenna with a 3db gain is twice
as effective as one with no gain.
Generally, the very best won't give a
realistic gain of more than 20db. If
you're going shopping, the gain's the
thing to check then, but there are other
considerations.

Since we're attempting to be brief, a
sort of refresher to the earlier feature,
suffice to say here that they can be
divided into two groups; directional and
omnidirectional. The directional sends
your signal further, but only in one
direction. Fit a rotator, driven by a small
electric motor, and you can swivel it
round and pretend you've got radar.
Not surprisingly, omnidirectional anten
nas, work equally well for signals at any
point of the compass.

Antenna technology can go as far as
your wallet allows but as with most

The biQ advantage of home bases
over mobile rigs is size. Because they
aren't designed to fit between the
heater controls and the ashtray in your
car, the manufacturers can.get more in
and make it more attractive. Most ot
those already in this country have
upper and lower side band and some
have AM/FM and Hi/Lo switches giving
up to 480 channels, but don't get too
worried about the~e complexities. We
don't know what to expect on legal sets
until the government releases the spe
cification but they will almost certainly
be limited to 40 channels.

What we can expect is a number of
fiiters and fine tuners, to improve the
quality of incoming and outgOing sig
nais, buill-in SWR meters and a host of
other electrical goodies which just won't
fit into the in-car format. Top of the
range (oh, all right then, expensive) rigs
could well also feature built-in recording
facilities, particularly useful to monitors,
some of whom have already wired in
their own. You'll have more room in
your house than in your car (unless
you've bought the Custom Car Mer
cury) for other accessories. Some base
mikes include volume and tone con
trols, output and battery condition
meters and built-in battery-powered
compressor-amplifier. They also
leave both your hands free for taking
notes, picking your nose or any other
unseemly habits you might practice in
the privacy of your own home. And a
filtered extension speaker will ensure
you can hear just what the breaker at
the other end is up to.

A linear amplifier, or boots, is one
accessory which seems very popular
with home base operators, who want to
DX, or copy overseas. It's not very
popular with anyone else, however,
because while if boosts the signal
enormously it also increases the
chance of it interfering with your neigh
bours' TV set correspondingly. And any
other CB users nearby, incidentally.
While we're on the subjecf, it's well
worth fitting a low-pass filter which will
eliminate television interference (TVI),
because even if you dislike your neigh
bours, it will ensure the rest of your
household can watch TV without regu
lar reports of your copies cutting into
Hart To Hart. Although personally, I'd
prefer the interference.

For the patient ones among you who
have been waiting for a word on
antennas, here it is. And if you've
jumped straight here. from the end of
the mobile rigs bit, you don't know what
you've missed. We've covered anten
nas in detail in a previous feature (Issue
No 3. You send us £1.20 and we'll send
you one. End of commercial.) but it is
one of the most important items of
equipment the home base operator is
likely to buy, so worth mentioning
again. It's also a personal thing, so we'll
run briefly over what is available and
ieave you to choose. Can't say fairer
than that, can we?

This is where the home base really
scores over the mobile rig because the
higher the antenna, the better the
signal. Even if your car is jacked-up you
just can't compete with a mast up
among the seagulls. In these times of
illegal operators, it can also be a dead
giveaway, so some compromise and
put it up in the loft with the TV ariel and
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reasonably defensible standpoint 
they were opposed to the repeater
stations which now proliferate - and
were trying to get them scrapped.
However as time went on their methods
became more and more extreme; this
may have been partly out of despera
tion but is more likely to have been
because of the groWing involvement of
a number of goons who think they're
jokers.

The idea of jamming the repeater
frequencies was the beginning of it all
and very easy it was too. It went from
there to high-powered continuous
music broadcasts, obscene and insult
ing conv.ersations with serious Hams
still trying to use the facility sensibiy, for
its .proper purpose, and on into what
amounts- to open ··warfare. Tales of
physical vollence, petrol bombings and I"-~
even gun-toting Radio Amateurs are outbanders have a reason for what they
not uncommon. do, and one which may possibly be

It seems that the people associated justified, at least in the States if not over
with all this are probably a small here. Yet. And their biggest hope is that
.. d . h h' they'll be left alone; they tend not to

mlnonty an It now seems t at t IS bother anyone, especially not deliber
small minority has found a new area of
vandalism to move mto, and is bUsy ately and maliciously.
screwing up the pirate CB network. But the prospect of the jammers is
Much the same sort of jamming and
messing around can be heard on
27MHz in some areas, and it is of
course getting. CB generally a bit of a
bad name.

This, however, is not the worst of it,
although it's bad enough. The jammers
are a group of people who play with
radio sets. Their pleasure comes from
being annoying by radio. Any.radio, not
just Amateur frequencies or CB. They
are people who should rightly be abhor
red by Hams and CB users alike.
Unfortunately a rather distressing ele
ment seems to be creeping Into the
situation just lately, and it rather stems
from the fact that the jammers are now
operating on both 27MHz and 2 metres.

Many Ham operators have conven
iently forgotten the fact that these
animals began their distressing criminal
activites on the Amateur bands, and are
looking on them in completely the
reverse way; they now tend to think of
them as errant breakers who have
strayed off 27 and come to play on 2
metres. The reason for this is partly to
be found in the fact that the jammers
have adopted CB jargon to a very large
extent, and use the slang on 2 metres
as well, even using CB-type handles on
the Amateur wavelength.

It was, as we pointed out in Breaker
1, Inevitable that a few of these turkeys
would end up on 27, doing what they do
best - mouthing mindless rubbish into
the airwaves in the hope that someone
somewhere will be offended.

We have also been bothered that a
parallel to the American outbanders
would eventually emerge in this country
and give both the Home Office and the
sensible breakers on channel a whole
load of headaches. But at least the

It was quiet in the radio shack, and the
tree swished in the night outside. There
ought to have been a suppressed
humming of latent power from the
banks of equipment - mostly Yaesu
on the bench, but there was none. Dials
flickered occasionally, and indicator
lights glowed, but apart from that it
might all have been switched off.

Deep in stockbroker Surrey, poised
over several hundred watls of radio
power. It was all licenced Ham gear, but
the tuning range enabled it to zero in on
those naughty parts of the band fre
quented by illegal CB users.

We didn't wait long before a couple
came up on the air, chatting inconse
quentially about the weather, the dog's
health and the Eurobore song contest
etc.

Straight away we broke in on the
conversation, announcing the fact that
we were the Post Office monitoring
service, and that they were about to be
arrested, would they please switch off
and remain where they were until the
police arrived. They didn't qUite know
what to think, but their initial reaction,
based on common sense, was one of
disbeliet; .they were unimpressed, but
bothered.

After a brief hesitation they decided
to change channels. 'Let's go up to your
birthday channel', said one, and it all
went quiet as they turned their dials up
a few notches. it turned out that one of
them was born on the 26th at one
month or another, because that's where
we found them - channel 26. It only
took a few seconds, with the aid of the
scope, to pin their frequency down, and
come straight into their conversation
once again, -Still announcing ourselves
as the Post Office, we chided them for
not doing as instructed and repeated
the order to switch off and remain
stationary.

This time they were definitely wor
ried, and switched channels again 'to
the number of my house'. He lived at
number 36, this one, and the little blip
on the scope played tell-tale the minute
they started speaking. We told them
that it was no good trying to get away
and that they really should learn to do
as they were told.

The other one lived at number 16,
and after we found them there within
seconds of their first transmission they
got the message and went down, never
to be heard again that night.

Some Ham equipment is very soph
isticated, and tricks like that are dead
easy with the right gear. A lot of people
have got the right gear. Worse still, a lot
of people have got the right mentality.
In the very first issue of Breaker we
investigated the situation on the
amateur front, particularly looking at
the anti-repeater groups in London and
the surrounding areas. it was easy to
see that the people who were involved
with these groups had started off with a



believe that they're responsible Radio
Amateurs but in reality and practice turn
out to be just as loutish as the jammers
themselves.

One such person initiated a con
versation with us not so long ago. He
began on the offensive and continued
aggressively throughout our discussion
despite our efforts to calm him down.
He was a licenced Ham he said, and
unless we took steps to keep poxy CB
users off 2 metres he wouldn't be
answerable for the consequences. ~

o
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much less appealing, since their whole
purpose in life is verbal and technical
vandalism. Give the outbanders what
they want and they'll go away; you can't
do the same for the jammers because
they don't want anything and they'll
never go away. They'll just keep on
keeping on it they've got half a mind.
And that seems to be the primary
qualification ...

Even so the problem with the jam
mers wouldn't be so bad if it weren't for
the reactions of a few people who
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Having assured him that we personally
were not in direct control of every
breaker in the country, we asked him
what his problem was. Poxy CB users,
of course.

Apparently there has been a small
group of individuals messing around on
the frequency he uses and causing this
verbal mayhem. The trouble is that they
talk CB lingo and are also running
27MHz rigs, and they seem to alternate
between high jinks on 2 metres and
similar on 27MHz. For this reason our
man was convinced that they were CB
people not just animals, and that all
users of 27MHz are equally culpable
and responsible. if, he warned us,
these few idiots don't get off his band
then he'll get on 27. And with the
equipment he's got, plus the power, it
would be dead easy for him to jam 27
for hours at a time, possibly on several
channels at once. It was, he said, our
responsibility to get the loonies off 2
metres pronto, otherwise it would be all
our fault if channel 14 became per
manently unusuable.

There are several disturbing aspects
to this.. First is his undoubted power to
do exactly what he says he'll do, and
second, the pea-brained mentality of
anyone who is prepared to act in such a
way. And thirdly, the fact that he almost
certainly has a fairly substantial number
of friends who think exactly the way he
does, so he won't be alone.

What he was proposing was the
commencement of a jamming war
against 27 by Hams, all because of the
activities of people who came from his
bit of the spectrum in the first place
anyway. They're probably people who
failed the exam and didn't get a licence.

This particular chappie remained
anonymous throughout the conversa
tion. We said that we were worried
about things like this and would like to
look at it sensibly, do a feature on it in
the magazine, and see if we couldn't
get something sorted out before the

whole situation became ridiculous. He
agreed to write to us (and include, for
our private files, an address where we
could contact him if need be) and give
us some dates and instances of Iconies
who were working both frequencies. He
knew their handles, he said, because
he'd heard them using same on 27. We
said we'd publish it all and try to
achieve some kind of armistice.

We never heard from him again.
Didn't really expect to, as it happens.
Don't known where he lived, apart from
London, don't know his call-sign or
anything about him. Except that he was
more than Slightly unreasonable, plus
not overburdened with intelligence.
Couldn't have been, or he would never
have thought that jamming out 27
indiscriminately was going to solve
anything, least of all the problems
which have been affecting the Amateur
frequencies for the past couple of
years.

But he's out there somewhere, work
ing himself Into a frenzy, no doubt, and
also probably beginning to dabble in
radio warfare. Probably he's one of the
growing bunch of berks pretending to
be the Post Office monitoring selVice.
Probably he's dreaming up even more
annoying things to do on the CB
frequency next time he hears a wally on
2 metres.

We assume that there's not much
point in appealing for common sense?
Before it's too late?
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WHOLESALERS
93 Main Road
Broomfield, Chelmsford

Direct Importers and Suppliers of Top
Quality C.B. Equipment to the Retail Trade

AM/FM Conversions in Stock
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BREAKING POINT
13a London Road
Woolmer Green
Herts- Tel:0438811250

COLCHESTER C.B. CENTRE
12 Barrack Street
Colchester
Essex

KEN LEE C.B. ACCESSORIES
106 North Street
Aomlord
Essex - Tel: 0708 24804

ESTUARY C.B.
261 Victoria Avenue
Southend-cn-Sea
Essex- Tef:43568

ESSEX C.B. CENTRE
93 Main Road
Broomlield
Chelmsford- Tef:02454411 19

EPPING C.B. ACCESSORIES
ATA & S SOUNDS SERVICES
Epping
Essex- Tel:03l8 74697

SAFFRON C.B. ACCESSORIES
11 Debden Road
Saffron Warden
Essex- Te/:079922328

DORSET COMMUNICATIONS
35 Abbotsbury Road
Weymouth

,.JDorsel- Tel030S 787295

BIG RIGS
Arterial Road
Rayleigh
Essex- Tel: 747383

CHRIS BARKER- THE C.B. SHOP
Maltan Road
Wymondham
Norfolk - Tel: 0953 603367

ELVIC ELECTRONICS
7 Fairfield Road
Braintree
Essex- T81:21439

LAZY SHAVERS SHACK
15 Horse Croft Park
Pinnacles
Harlow- Tel:0279411879

TRUCKERS' PARADISE 10 MARSHALSEA RD, LONDON SE1
TEL: 01-403 1717

They normally sell fDr
50p but we are offer
ing a selection of 5
different stickers for
just £1.00.

Get ahead with one of our colourful,
American style Trucker's caps.
Choose from Navy, Red, Gre-en,
Gold or Black. Caps are adjustable
to lit any size .head and they come
complete with an .embroidered
badge on the front. £3.25.

SUPER CB
TRUCKER'S CAP

T-SHIRTS
We use onlv lop quality
shirts from tne USA and

A
then we print ther,n 10 your

• own requirements.

Choose Irom
our CB designs

as shown or
have a

colourtul Truck
picture. Pelerbilt,

Kenworth, Freightliner
or Volvo.

B.. ~jt' It you like

'<":I~ we ,~n ev.n• :\ pnnl your"" f3' l~ handle or the
,l iI name ot your
\.'\J club on the

./i; b:~ila~~~~
. a~~Ae~~~~

sizes are
Small, Medium, Large and X.

s~:~~~ TS;~~I~~~:o[~~9n~
Fo,

lettering add 10p per lelter.

EW BA
- We have an enormous range of

CB sew ons all made from the
highest quality materials. Choose
Irom the loIlowing designs.
A. 10-4 County Mounty: B.
What's Your Handle?; C. Mod

ulat -wJth Me; D. Big 10-4; E. Super CB
OperatOf: F. I'll be CBing YOll; G. Good
Buddy; H. Trucl<ers Have More Fun; I. Big
Numbers 10 You; J. Whal's Your 20?; K. Pedal
10 Ihe Melal. All at 70p each.
L. I'm a Truckin CBer: M. Truckers do il Best:
N. World's Greatest CBer: O. Walch the
Bears: P. This Is CB Country; Q. Licensed CB
Operator: R. Channel 19 lor Truckers: S.
Break, Dammll, Breaker; T. 10-7 Oul or
Service. All at sap each.
Z. British CBer. gap.

TRUCKIN' MUSIC
3 Great
tapes for all

".", Truckers

11
and CB'ers.

. , CONVOY;
10 songs on
this great lit·

;aa; tie tape in-
, ••~ eluding the

classic CB
song, Convoy. Only £1.95.

Song of the American Trucker; 20
songs all written and performed by
actual American Truckers. Double
album. Only £5.95.

Movin On; 20 of the all time
greatest Truckers songs per·
formed by the original artists. Dou
ble album. Only £5.95.

BIG DUMMY'S To: Truckers' Paradise, 10 Marshalsea Rd. London SEl
GUIDE TO Please send me the following goodies:
CB RADIO Sew on b,dges (iI'-K)... . £0.70 each.. £

I
Sew on badges (L-T) £0.80 each .. £. . ·.1
Sew on badge Z . £0.90 each .. £.

Still the best book CBStickers-5asstd £1.00 each.. £ ..

1I~i!~~ Ihhat YOUb can buYcoBn Truckers Oap £3.25 £ ..tesuJectof .
radio. It covers vir. IT-Shirt I
tuallyevery aspect 01 Colour Oesign· Size £3.50 £ ..
CB and IS a great lettering £0.10 each... £ ..

book for beginners and experi· Sweat Shirt
enced breakers alike. £3.25. Colour Oesign Size £6.95 £ ..1

NEW SHOP Convoycassetle £1.95 . £ .
Song ofthe American Truckercassetle £5.95. £.

OPEN! IMovin' On cassette £5.95 £ I
~(r Lg~~~Nl~. 2~/~~~a~ ~i9 ~um~~'s ~~ide t~ fB Radio £3.25 £
big range of trucking and CB ruc ers ara Ise ca a ague £0.25 . £

~~~ga~~dw:at~:1I6~~~lu~~~: 1I
enclose cheque/PO for f m..,.d..,..P..'.Y.'..b.I.'.. '.0•..T.'."..C.k.'..','•.•.p.'..r.,..d.i.S.'.1

will be espec aHy Interested in NAME ..
our exclusive range 01 JAM·

j~;,A ;~O';;~,~ CZn:~~tm;~~ ~,Pp~~;7,;,,;;;e·V';Te;;;!"p,;;>· We· can ;ake (;;de;,· ove; ;he ~;;o;;;;uSj;;gI
guaranteed to be the best per- ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD. We cannot accept Irish cheques orPlOs. For

L. .L .L'::'o':::m;;:/ng.::.,:a::;nl:::e:.:m;:a::,s,::ev;:e::;",:;"__.a::te:::I,::;phone~es,~and.J:!.ormat~110'-~17'7__
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HAVE MOVED THEIR RETAIL & WHOLESALE TO NEW & LARGER PREMISES
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so 680 503
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CB CENTRE

We are now K40's Main Distributor for their products throughout the
south of England

So to promote this success we·are offering for a limited
period

K40 Speech Processor Mike £24.95
K40 Mobile 500W Antenna £24.95

These prices include .vAT + P& P
You can order and pay by Access & Barclaycard.

HAM FULL RANGE OF C.B. ACCESSORIES AVAilABLE
K40FOR FREE CATALOGUE SEND A S.A.E.

INTERNATioNAL HELP & ADVICE GIVEN ON ESTABLISHING NEW CB OUTLETS APPROVED

E ALE EN IRIE 1- -4
DISTRIBUTOR

• CBC • CBC • CBC • CBC • CBC • CBC
C
B
C

•
C 20c SELSDON ROAD. SOUTH CROYDON. SURREY
B COMMUNICATION

C ANai' 01-680-45036 Ciil' WE BUY DIRECT FROM ABROAD & CUT OUT THE MIDDLE MEN

B DIRECT IMPORTER AND PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU DIRECT IMPORTER
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'" DEALERS f
'" BUY DIRECT f

YOUR OFFICE IN NEW YORK
IS READY TO FILL ORDERS:

CONTACT
BILL ROSS TECHSCOTT COMPANY

FOR:

~ ALLCBEQUIPMENT ~

~ CONVERTERS ~

~ WALKIETALKIES ~

~ RADAR DETECTORS ~

~ VIDEO CASSETIE SYSTEMS ~

~ SECURITY SYSTEMS ~

~ CAR AND CORDLESS PHONES~
~ WHAT ELSE DOYOUWANT ~

EVERYBODY'S AT IT!
QSL- CB CARDS

'NARLORD OIl " ••,.

On Front
Full colour artist designed
portrayal of your handle
and your city or club code.

On Reverse
Printed greetings,
confirmation of ratchets
etc.

Exchange cards with lellow CB'ers. Everybody's at it - it's the
craze in the USA and it's set to sweep the UK. Be among
Britain's first, there's going to be a rushl

Supply the following Information: .
Your name and address - code name for your town or city.
Your XlY or seat-covers handle If required.

WHETHER ITS 5 OR 500
FAST SERVICE. GREAT PRICES FROM:

TECHscon COMPANY, VIRGINA LANE,
THORNWOOD, NEW YORK 10594 USA

TELEPHONE NO. N.V. 914-769-2766
914-472-3330

TELEX NO. 131553

Send with a cheque or PO made payable to CB Printers to:
CB Printers

25 Grenvllle Way. Thelford
Norfolk IP24 2JH
Tel: 0842 63315

300 personal, exclusive, artist designed cards for £30. YES! on IV 10p
each. MinImum of 300 cards supplied. Postage free. Allow 28 days
approx. for delivery.
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the other day, discussing this situation
with Lez Carroll, founder and president
of the English International OX Club, as
featured in Breaker 4, and we are both
of the opinion that QSLers should study
exactly what you will get for your
investment. For the normal £5 I feel you
should get far more than just a mem
bership card, certificate and unit
number.

One new club I have just received
details of charges £5 for just that and
the rubber stamp is an extra £10.
Knowing what these items cost, even
allowing for the cost of zinc dies spread
over the first fifty stamps, this sort of
money takes a lot of verifying, so be
warned.

Apart from the highly: respected
English International OX Club, only one
other comes anywhere near value for
money, and that is The British Con
corde International CB-QSL Club. I am
afraid the others have really got to pUll
their socks up. We will not only fight
rip-ofts on your behalf, but will name
names - please let me know of your
experience with· QSL clubs, especially
British.

I see a new word has crept into our
dictionary: 'Scatter' or 'Floater' cards.
These are the 'CB friend - please
QSL' cards, nice to know a name has
been put to them at last.

Following my astounding revelation
that the 'Lucky 7', a free QSL club, was
run by Rita Mandola of 604 Sizemore
Street, East Gadsden, Alabama 35903
USA, last month, I have now received
information that she has started a new
free QSL club for the kids, called The
Tweety Bird QSL Club. Membership fee
is just five QSL cards plus three keys
and one key chain or ring (you're not
reading that wrong). Old or new keys
are accepted. A great idea Rita, it's
good to involve the kids.

I received my first QSL-chain letter
last week. You know the sort of thing:
send one card to the person at the top
of the list, and put your name on the
bottom, and in three weeks you will
receive half a million cards. Or some
thing like that. Well, this one came from
Larry & Karen KGX 4758, PO Box
7721, Independence, Mo 64053, USA,
and warned me that if I broke the
sacred chain, a fate worse than death

Hello fellow QSLers, many thanks in
deed for all your kind letters and cards.
By the time you read this I should have
replied personally to each of you. I do
welcome your letters especially if you
have news or information of QSLing,
new clubs opening, clubs closing, good
QSLers, bad QSLers (is there such an
animal?) and any little funnies that
could make your friends smile, like the
note at the bottom of a card I received
from Germany "your QSL fried". Hope
he meant 'Friend'l

Although, as I write this, we are still
awaiting for the Government to
announce 'that date', I am still some
times surprised to receive QSL cards
with the note 'please do not publish my
address'. While I respect your wishes in
this direction, I cannot personally see
the point of circulating your QSL cards
in Great Britain if you still wish to remain
anonymous - seems a little pointless
to me, still, each to his own.

Before we talk about 'The Best ot
British' QSLers, I must give a mention
to overseas British QSLers: Martin
Sherman, PosUach 277, 3250 Hameln
1, West Germany; and Andy McClel
land, Kiplingweg 21, 01000 Berlin 19,
West Germany. Martin belongs to the
Hamein CB Club over there, and Andy
breaks on Channel 5, 'The English
Channel' in Berlin. Nice one, boys.

This month, I would like to say a big
thank you to all those ot you who over
the past few months have QSLed me,
and I am honoured to now have many
of you as personnal friends. i really do
appreciate it. A special 'thank you' to
the man who really got me hooked
on this fine hobby, Britain's No 1
QSLer - Chris (Greenfingers) Hodg
son of Tyne & Wear. We met through
the now sadly ciosed 'Bandstand',
which as you older ones will know was
an 'underground' duplicated CB news
letter in the early days, sadly missed by
us all.

For some time now, I have been very
concerned at the potential rip-oft that
now exists within our hobby, and I have
nasty 'vibes' that QSLing might not be
missed. Judging by the number of
British QSL Clubs that are springing up,
I feel that we should all be wary as to
which clubs to join.

I spent a long time on the telephone,
BREAKER



would befall me - my mother-in-law
would move in with me! Who am I to
argue? I wrote back before their en
velope had fallen on my front door mat!

Just once in a while, I get a QSL from
someone who is special, and I feel I
must share this with you. This particular
letter and card came from Arthur
Brodeur in the states, a really fine
gentleman just 70 years young who,
with his wife Florida, are both avid
QSLers. I am sure they would really
appreciate a QSL card and a picture
postcard from you. Their address is: 6
Mount Saint, Charles Avenue, Woon
socket, R.1. 02895, USA and they have
been ratcheting for 18 years now, so we
are all novices. Give them my love, I am
happy to be associated with the CB
brotherhood when it breeds such nice
folk as The Golden Eagle and The
Golden Princess. Thanks Arthur and.
Florida.

Don't forget that South Africa,
Switzerland, Hungary and most 'Iron

Curtain' countries prefer not to have
any reference to CB on the outside of
envelopes, and I must also ask you to
remember that Belgium do NOT allow
the addressee's name on the envelope.
Don't ask me why, but you will get the
envelope back if you do not comply.

I was browsing through my collection
of QSL cards recently, and noticed the
vast difference in quality, ranging from
a straight photocopy to the most elabo
rate high-cost glossy card. Whilst a lot
of people decry poor cards, please give
the donor a little thought. You do not
know his or her circumstances, or
indeed their age, so spare just a little
thought. I have a very poorly photo
copied QSL from a 7 year old lad in
Germany and, knowing he came from a
family of very modest means, I really
treasure that QSL.

Another treasured card is one I
received from CB Station 'Malta 01'
alias Manfred Kaub, An Der Liede 2,
6415 Petersberg 1. west Germany.

While it is home-made, it really is a
magnificent collage.

Those of you who have the unfortun
ate pleasure(?) of knowing me will
already be aware that my other love is
ambulance work, and through QSLing I
have aiways tried to contact fellow
ambulance officers and had not had
much success, but recently I contacted
two within 24 hours. One is John
Moynihan of 10 The Crescent, Spring
sure, Queensland 4722, Australia, and
the other is Cool Aid, Alistair Southby.
His address is on the QSL list attched.
This illustrates just a little item of
interest - put your other hobbies and
pastimes on your QSLs, it's surprising
what can develop!

Next month we will have a look at
QSLers from the USA, and the very
colourful Running Bare and Sundown
QSL cards. Until then, keep it clean and
catch you next issue of Breaker.

THE MEDICMAN

14) Club key-ring.
15) Other miscellaneous items as
available.

Application forms are available upon
receipt of a stamped addressed en·
velope and further club items are in the
course of preparation - cloth patches,.
tee shirts, caps and sweatshirts. All
should be ready by 'early Autumn'
(sounds familiar).

This is the only British club recom
mended by the well established English
International OX ClUb, and the memo .
bership package is described by the
EIDXC president as 'remarkably good'.
This looks set to be one of the very top
CB-QSL Clubs in the world, well worth
joining.

A good value membership package
is offered for 1he fee of just £4. (£5
overseas) and comprises of at least:

1) Club membership card.
2) Club certificate.
3 Club rubber stamp with club crest.
4 Club ID wallet with club crest.
5 Club QSL labels.
6 Club pen.
7) Club newsletter, issue 1 (With CB

Codes).
8 Exchange QSL cards.
9 Club QSL cards.

10 London tourist information.
11 Invitation to other recommended
clubs.
12) List of QSL addresses.
13) XYL unit number (if requested).

.............,rWlATluI c:MIIl. a».._- -_...-

THE BRITISH CONCORDE
INTERNATIONAL CB-QSL CLUB

187, Wallon Road, East Mosley, Surrey
KT80DY.
The launch date for this new CB-QSL
club was originally planned for May 1,
bu.t due to numerous requests memo
·bership commenced in early April. It is
planned to administer this as a proper
CB·QSL ClUb, and a quarteriy news
letter is enVisaged. All members will be
invited to submit articles and participate
in this.

The club was founded by the presi
dent, 70BC 001 C - Julie Newbold,
who is ably assisted by her mother,
Sally, who will be responsible for mem
bership administration.

~r---'"""""'::~ -...i""'.....!!-__~

PRESIDENT .,.d rouNDER

JULIE(pea~u~) NEWBOLD
181. W.ltOft Rotd.

(all Moluey
Sur'lJ)'. It.ra 00'1'

GREAT &lltTAlN



EASY AS aSL - BEST OF BRITISH BRITISH aSL LIST

HANDLE
GREENFINGERS
LIMA CHARLIE 1

NIGHT OWL

ROAST BEEF
TOMCAT
FIRECRACKER
ALPHA FOXTROT
ROLLER COASTER

GOLF SIERRA
HIGH ROLLER
THE DUKE
WHISKEY BRAVO UK
336DT
PINBALL WIZARD

NEPTUNE 70W379
SKYLAB 1 70TRC343
MOONRAKER
MIKE ECHO CHARLIE

BRS 19945

CATFISH
WHISKEY DRINKER &

DYNAMITE KID
29WW77

TROUBLE
DARK STAR

JOLLY GREEN GIANt
WINDSURFER
COMMON RIDER DT510
WINDSURFER WB106
PEANUT BRAIN 70BC001
VOYAGER 1 & 2

COOL AID
EARLY BIRD
REBEL 1748
SIERRA NOVEMBER
REDSTART

OPERATOR
Chris & Alison Hodgson
Lez Carroll

lan & Sylvia Morrison

Ted Morris
John Howard
Brian Newman
Andy Fielding
Raymond C Jones

Gordon Spiers
Barclay Miller
Jim Glavin
Roger A Cox
Graham & Olwen Rose
Andrew Graham

Roger Carr
Robin W Brett
Mike Russell
Mike Cooper

Jon Egerton (Blind Operator)

Les Newport
Alan and Margaret Greathead

.loe Crawford

Steve South
David Heddle

Tony Whittaker
Darren Bird
D. Green
John
Julie Newboid
Dave & Jill

Alistair Southby
Gary Howard
Phillip Clarke
Miss S Newlands
Jim Southby

ADDRESS
3 West Street, New Silksworth, Tyne & Wear SR3 1EU
225 Arnold Street, Bolden Colliery, Tyne & Wear NE35
9BA
89 Hareydene, Newbiggin Hall Estate, Newcastle NE5
40H
140 Astwood Road, Worcester
108 Keldholme, Wildrings, Brackneli, Berks.
8 Cole Gardens, Cran/ord, Middlesex.
24 Latimer Road, Norwich, Norfolk.
65 Breeden Drive, Curdworth, Sutton Coldfield, Birm
Ingham.
8 Ryan Hill, Innermassan Croft, Stranraer, Scotland.
316 Garth Road, Morden, Surrey.
14a Bridge Street, Godalming, Surrey.
DAD., Checketts Lane, Worcester.
8 Milton Close, Beechwood Park, Worcester WR3 8EE.
45 Seedhill Road, Paisley, Renfrewshire, Scotland PA1
1SD.
3a Barnard Gardens, New Maiden, Surrey.
21 a Falcon Road, Guildford, Surrey GU1 4JO.
13 Thorn Close, New Maiden, Surrey.
Southfields Bungalow, Guidl/ord Road, Broadbridge
Heath, Horsham, West Sussex RH12 3PW.
36 Meadow Walk, Pensby, Heswall, Wirral, Merseyside
LS1 6XU.
6 Howard Street, Oxford OX4 3BE.
Tree Tops, Park Lane, Forton, Lancs.

36 Sydenham Avenue, Belfast BT4 2DR, Northern
Ireland.
381 Redmires Road, Lodge Moor, Sheffieid S10 4LE.
40 Whitefield Crescent, Penshaw, Tyne & Wear DH4
70T.
35 Thornton Gate, Cleveleys, Blackpool FY5 1LE.
11 Newark Road, Breadsall Estate, Derby DE2 4DJ.
109 Stamford Street, Grantham, Lincs. NG31 7BS.
PO Box 8, Worcester.
187 Walton Road, East Molesey, Surrey KT8 ODY.
26 Salt Hill Mansions, Bath Road, Slough, Bucks. SL1
3XN.
25 Parkhill, Church Crookham, Hampshire GU13 OPW.
6 Norman View, Kirkstall, Leeds 5, Yorkshire.
329 Brocklesmead, Harlow, Essex CM19 40E.
Wesgar, Kirkwall, Orkney Islands.
25 Parkhill, Church Crookham, Hampshire GU13 OPW.



BRITISH
BRITISH QSL CONCORDE BIG BEN OX BRITISH BULLDOG SCOTIISHDX

CLUBS INTERNATIONAL QSLCLUB INTERNATIONAL QSLCLUB
CB-QSLCLUB

ADDRESS: 187 Walton Hoad 14a Bridge Street 23 Russell Ave 45 Seedhill Road
East Molesey Godalming Colwyn Bay Paisley

Surrey KT8 ODY Surrey GU7 1HY Clwyd LL29 ?TR Renfrewshire
Great Britain Great Britain Wales Scotland

MEMBERSHIP
COST (UK) £4.00 £5.00 £4.00 £5.50
(Incl Postage)
Contents:

MEMBERSHIP CARD YES YES YES YES
MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATE YES YES YES YES
CLUB QSL CARDS YES NO YES NO
RUBBER STAMP INCLUDED INCLUDED NO NOT INCLUDED

COMPLETE RUBBER ONLY £10 EXTRA
CLUB ID WALLET YES NO NO NO
CLUB LABELS YES NO NO NO
CLUB PEN YES NO NO NO
CLUB OX SHEETS NO NO YES NO
EXCHANGE QSL CARDS YES YES YES YES
TOURIST INFORMATION YES NO YES
CLUB ROSTER YES NO YES NOT INCLUDED

NO £1 EXTRA
CLUB NEWSLETIER YES NO NO
PIN ON BADGE PLANNED NO NO NO
SWEATSHIRT PLANNED (J.UN£) YES NO NO

EXTRA £8.25
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SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY

MAIL ORDER OFFER
TO READERS OF

BREAKER MAGAZ1NE

From S. M. ELECTRONICS
.- ....;;G""L;;o.A""S..,GOWrc...G,;;:.5::.:3'-- ...,
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MULTIBAND
MONITOR C.B.

RECEIVER
AT

SPECIAL OFFER
PRICE £13.50

S. M.
ELECTRONICS
GLASGOWG53

•

43

~
ELECTRONICS

~..~

DELUXMODEL
RADIO TRANSCEIVER
WITH MORSE CODE
AND MEDIUM WAVE
RADIO
£17.50 pair

£24.95
£4.95
£9.95
£9.95

£29.95
£29.95
£49.95

£5.99
£7.50

(inc VAT) £9.95

Ask forGordon.

SAE FOR FREE PRICE LIST

PHONE 24 HRS.

GPZ27 (Bace)
EX SPEAKER
Mag Mount
Sakura Tri·band
K40 Antenna
K40 Mikes
Both
DV27
SWR Metre
SWR Power F/S Metre

246 PAISLEY ROAD, RENFREW

041-885-0330

AUTO SPARES & ACCESSORIES

STOCKISTS OF

Tel: 041-8813824 (ext. 2)
FOR 1MMED1ATE DESPATCH
24 hr ANSWERING SERVICE

HAND HELD RADIO
TRANSCEIVER WITH
MORSE CODE
£13.50 pair
(+ 50p P&P
C.O.D. Available)

'FirestiK'
ANTENNAS

K4Q

I. Tuning control
2. Onloff switch.

volume control
3. Squelch control
4. Band sclcclOr
5. Telescopic antenna
6. Earphone jack
7. DC adapter jack

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

I
Records &Tapes
P esent •

ANTENNA: TELESCOPIC ANTENNA
FREQUENCY AIR 110·130 MHz
RANGE: FM 88·108 MHz

CB 1·40 channels
ArYl 540·1600 KHZ

TEL: 041·881 3824 (lc-XT. 7)
FOR 1MMEDlATE DESPATCH
(PLUS SOp P&P. C.O.D. AVAILABLE)
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SWRMETERS
SWRMETERS
SWR/FS/PW
SWR/FS
CB RIG TESTER
ANTENNAS MATCHES

ACCESSORIES
PAHORNS
EXT. SPEAKERS
BOOKS, MAGS.
& BADGES

MIKES (POWER)
Turner Super sidekick
Turner M + 3B
Ham Masters
K40
007/Power Mike
Ham Relex

CONNECTORS
PL259
PL258
4 PIN MIKE PLUG
PAJACK
MAGNETIC MOUNT KIT
CABLE (SMALL)
CABLE (LARGE)

LINEAR AMPLIFIES
Burners 25n-1 OOn
Variale Amplifiers
PreAmps
Boosters

I'm setting a course for
CENTRAL BROADCASTING SUPPLIES

PLANET EARTH
for all my CB ACCESSORIES

BASE ANTENNAS
SKY LAB
AVANTI
SILVER ROD
CITY STAR
GPZ27

MOBILE ANTENNAS
DV27
DX27
K27
OX 27%
Retractable with splitter
Electric retractable
K40
Rubber Ducks
2ft Firestiks
3ft Firestiks
4ft Firestiks
5ft Firestiks
7ft Firestiks

UNIT6
STEWART STREET

WOLVERHAMPTON
WEST MIDLANDS

TEL: 21880-772143
TELEX: 336789

OPEN
Mon-Fri 1Oam - 7pm
Sat 10am-6pm

ID
:Jl
m
~
,.;
m
:Jl
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The likelihood 01 a nuclear war, and
our recovery Irom It, might seem an
unusual subject lor Breaker, and
some 01 you might consider it a little
glib 01 us to suggest that CB can
play a uselul part In a society torn
apart by a holocaust, But copying
your old buddies isn't such an in
appropriate pastime in those cir
cumstances and, at the risk 01
sounding over dramatic, it could
mean the difference between Iile and
death,
Have you got a nuclear shelter in your
back garden? lI's unlikely you have
because there are relatively few in this
country, There doesn't seem a lot of
point spending thousands of pounds on
something which you don't expect to
use, does there? And it would make a
dreadful mess of the lawn. Successive
governments have avoided the subject
like the plague, which is a very
appropriate simile when you think about
it. But we all tend not to think about it.
The present Government has no plans
to provide public shelters and has
produced a pamphlet suggesting we
hide under the furniture surrounded by
sandbags. Is that enough?

Switzerland, Sweden, Finland, Nor
way, some European countries and the
Soviet Union don't think so. They've
been preparing their civilian population
for nuclear war since the 50s. The
Swiss and Swedes have fully equipped
shelters for every citizen and they all
attend training classes in emergency
procedure, Do they know something we
don't? No, we just choose to ignore it.
Maybe if we all think it's too horrific to
actually happen, it won't. Then
again" ,

Or maybe you maintain that nuclear
war would wipe us all out anyway, so
what's the good of even thinking about
how we could manage atter The Big
Bang? But people are becoming more
aware of the nuclear threat, as the
resurgence of groups like the CND

BREAKER

a
demonstrates, More people ARE
buying shelters, and before you say
they won't offer enough protection,
remember that people were saying the
same thing about the shelters con
structed before the Second World War,
Some local organisations are looking
into the possibilities of adapting existing
structures to provide public shelters.
And if you don't like the idea of using
disused railway tunnels, which way
would you run, come the crunch?

The experts believe you will, at least,
have time to run, if you've got some
where to run to, They say that the next
war will be fought with conventional
weapons at first, giving most of us the
chance to crawl into our shelters. Or
under the table, There's been a lot of
publicity given to the shelters designed
for local authority use. It might seem
rather undiplomatic to give them protec
tion without providing for the rest of us
but the Government argues that vital
rescue and repair operations will be
co-ordinated from these centres, so I
suppose it makes sense to start there.
Providing it is just a start,

After the explosion, survivors will
have two additional phenomena with
which to cope, First is fall-out, caused
by surface debris being drawn into the
mushroom cloud, cooling and then
dropping to earth as radio active
particles. The heaviest fall-out will be
immediately surrounding the explosion
but finer particles will be carried on the
wind to fall further afield, The second
problem is more fundamental to the
effective operation of rescue and
emergency teams, and this is where
some experts believe CB could come
into its own.

A sudden burst of electromagnetic
energy is released at the source of a
nuclear explosion, with an effect similar
to lightning but many thousand times
more powerful. This is known as the
ElectroMagnetic Pulse (EMP) and any
short unearthed length of wire can act

as a collector thus rendering electrical
and radio equipment useless,

Now, assuming shelters are avail
able, or you've taken the Government's
advice and cobbled something together
indoors, you are going to be completely
cut off from the outside world, If you can
use one of the pukka jobs, even the air
will be filtered and supplies will be
limited, so you don't want to stay in
there any longer than you have to, On
the other hand, neither do you want to
go out too soon, You want to know
what's going on outside, Or it there's
any outside left. The Government's
advice is to take a transistor radio in
with you to receive medium wave
signals from their wartime broadcasting
service, which is protected from the
effects of the aforementioned EMP.
They further suggest that to protect the
tranny itselt, the aerial should be re
tracted, But since many MW radios use

. integral aerials, this might not be possi
ble, And even if you could receive their
broadcasts, you still couldn't get word
to them for assistance or advice.

What's needed is a two-way radio
system readily available to, and easily
operated by, the man in the street. Or
nuclear shelter, Sound familiar? If you
had CB radio you would no longer be
cut oft. You could receive regular
updates on the position outside from
the Government and local authorities,
whose own telephone link would have
been wiped out by EMP, However, the
Home Office tell us they have no plans,
at this time, to use CB in such an
emergency, although they say they
constantly review the situation,

Local authority civil defence groups
do seem to recognise the potential of
CB and have welcomed approaches
from the monitoring group REACT and
the hams' equivalent RAYNET (Radio
Amateur Emergency Network), who
have both offered their help in the event
of any local or national emergency, But
before we continue with the part these ~
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Remove antenna (1) and disconnect coax (2),
which should also be earthed (3). The rig
should be disconnected and a Faraday Cage
constructed (5) to store equipment (6). The
cage should also be earthed (7).

CD

.... - .....
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organisations might play, let's return to
the individual breaker. Those of you
who are too clever for your own good
will already be planning to write to us
asking what chance has CB got against
EMP? Well, put away your Parkers
because I'm going to tell you.

To provide some degree of protec
tion, the first move is to disconnect the
antenna and store it until it's needed,
because it's just what the EMP charge
is looking for. Likewise anything else
that can be removed should be: mic
rophone cable, power lines, amplifier
and so on. All these components
should be connected for use and dis
connected immediately afterwards. A
conventional lightning arrestor should
also be wired into the antenna coax,
connected to an earth rod by a thick
copper wire. This will also give you
protection against conventional light
ning which, presumably, doesn't stop
venting its fury just because there's a
silly old war on. Ideally, all eiectrical
eqUipment - with the exception of
things like dishwashers, which might
not be considered vital - should be
shut away in a Faraday Cage. This is
constructed of thin metal gauze and is
also earthed to ward off the dreaded
EMP. It might give some protection to
your transistor radio too, so you could
get the best of both worlds. If you
haven't already entered the next one.

EMP isn't the only nasty trying to cut
off your communications. And before
youl'ump to the obvious conclusion, this
is a ter legisiation, remember. The first
thing that will do its best to waste all the
precautions you've taken is the blast
effect itselt. Assuming you're safe in
side the shelter, th~ rig wilt be too, and if
you're not, the rig won't be much use to
you. But the antenna is at risk and
should, ideally, be dismantled and
stashed inside the shelter, or wrapped
in waterproof material and buried on the
surface. Also originating at the blast is
the seismic effect, which is vibration
and could shake equipment off shelves
and damage the shelter structuralty,
perhaps severing the aerial coax.
Wrapping the rig in protective material
or strapping it to the shelf and checking
the cable and making any necessary
repairs should get you through.

Now, we're not suggesting that you
dash out now and bury your rig, just in
case. Although some might think that a
good idea. Neither, as I said before,
do we want to be accused ot scare
mongering but it does show that CB can
be useful in any emergency. And some

of those with shelters are already
seriously considering installing a rig. I
have a feeling we'll be hearing more on
the subject very soon.

REACT have been establishing links
with emergency organisations for some
time now, not that they anticipate a
nuclear attack, you understand, but in
order that they can work with them
during peace time. and in the event of
any local or national disaster. The
police have said they are keen to
develop some form of working rela
tionship and two REACT officers will
have met with the secretary of the
Association of Chiet Police Officers'
communication committee and the
Home Office director of telecom
munications by the time you read this.

They have also received a 'favour
able response' from regional and coun
ty civil defence authorities throughout
the country. So favourable, in fact, that
REACT have replanned their own re
gions to coincide with those ot
the civil defence groups, which is qUite
a coup for REACT. In the event of a
major local or national emergency,
REACT could offer a field-based com
munications network to assist the au·
thorities in their work. It, for some
reasons, conventional communications
had broken down, REACT home base
and mobile monitors could provide a
back-up service to the emergency
organisations' own systems.

Links with civil defence organisations
at local, county and national levels, will
also mean a closer liaison with all the
emergency services who make up the
committees. Representatives from
some of the county groups have agreed
to sit on the newly formed Emergency
Action Advisory Committee, from which
Inspector Jim Campbell will report to
the REACT national committee.

REACT has met with RAYNET to
discuss working with the radio hams'
own emergency network, again in con·
junction with the authorities.

Meanwhile, new members are flood
ing in and membership doubled in five
weeks. Many of them are already
monitoring the AM service and although
the organisers cannot let them use the
organisation's name while they are
operating iltegal equipment, REACT
recognise there are well over a million
rigs in the country and many are
prepared to take the risk of prosecution
to monitor channel 9 now. After legisla
tion they wilt become official REACT
monitors. But there's nothing to stop
you becoming a member now.

illD~~@[?~
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• Membership Form for REACT UK Supporters Club •
• 28 The Coots, Stockwood, Bristol, Avon BS14 8LH •

• Please find enclosed my Annual Membership £5 each . 0 •
Money Order/Cheque made out Donation Contribution......... . 0

• To: REACT UK Supporters Club, Sponsorship Contribution . 0 •

•
Name... Name •
Address Address· ::::... . :.:.: :::: : .

.• County P/Cod~eceipisiss~ed;;rireqUest with 3g~~tZdsaeericiosed·C:i P/Code. •L ~ ~J
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engine - that sort of torque I ,..
could cause a big bang if
things went wrong, And big
bangs mean big money, l!!~~~~!':':!~~!!!~~1

Don't forget that although read in bright sunlight without
truck engines seem quite low problems but these little guys
stressed compared with cars really need to be in shady little
- say 320bhp from 11 or 12 nooks to be easily read.
litres for the truck and 60 to LCDs are liquid C\1stal
100bhp from just 1.6 litres for Displays, as used in digital
a car - they are usually watches and calculators,
driven much harder for longer These work, not by magic, but
periods than the average because, of the properties of a
Marina. liquid sandwiched between

At the moment, all the in· two pieces of polarised glass.
formation needed to protect Polarised glass only allows
this, very expensive truck Ii~ht waves travelling in one
motor is dispiayed on a dial, direction (up and down or side
almost certainly designed by a to side) to pan through it.
graphics man and not an en- When an LCD instrument is
gineer, And when there's eight switched. off, light goes in

O h ' d" instruments, one of them a through the front polarisedas 900 bloody great five inch speedo, glass, through the liquid
• its difficult to arrange them in through the back glass,

I,dea what? such a way that they are easily bounces off a mirror-type
, • seen by the driver and are not backing and comes out again,

When you think how sophisti
cated In-car entertainment has
become; how neat cassette
players, boosters and speak
ers are now, and that car-ta
car communication has long
been a reality, it's ironic that
information relating to crucial
aspects of a truck's workings
is still conveyed by inaccurate
little magnets dragging a
needle round a dial.

A car really only needs a
speedometer. It's useful to
have a little more information

- how many mites you can gOIL~===~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~--:-JIon your remaining precious
petrol - but fuel guages are confusing or ambiguous, This so the instrument looks light or
notoriously inaccurate any- is where electronics and even nearly white.
way. An ammeter or ampere- the good old micro-chip can When a current is passed
meter is full of bad news; be very useful. through a section of the iiquld,
either everything is OK or you There are at least four or the liquid becomes polarised
are screwed because no way five different electronic techni- in the opposite direction to that
can you fix alternators or solid ques for information displays: of the glass and as no light
state circuits, With oil press- LEDs, LCDs, VFDs and gets to the mirror, none is
ure, either you've got it or you CRTs, reflected and the ,area looks
need a rebuild and there's LEDs are Light Emitting black, Good, eh? Next time
nothing more depressing than Diodes, usually used either as you sit on your polaroid sun
the sight of a sagging oil little sticks like on the older glasses, put one lens in front
pressure needle. But the truck style digital watch, or as a dot of the other, rotate one and
driver needs to know, matrix array. Gallium Arsenide the world goes black,

There are air pressure Phosphide light emitting 1''''is type of instrument
gauges, sometimes as many diodes giving an alpha numer- needs to be illuminated at
as four, and since the brakes ic display might sound a bit night and that can look ,a bit
depend on that pressure, they technical but it's actually just cheap, Developments are
are certainly essential. Battery numbers or letters made up of underway to illuminate
'charge is also important, you lot of little dots. Circular or through the rear mirror which
try bump-starting a 32 ton rig analogue-type speedos ·can may be better.
and you'll know why - you be made up from the dots VFDs are Vacuum Floures
have to do something fast if its (normally red or green), Most cent Displays, like you get in
charging goes. Rev counters, experts now believe that modern clock radios, In a
or tachos, are essential for speedo information is best digital clock of this type there's
best peformance but more im- shown on a circular display, a large flat vacuum tube with a
portant for optimum fuel which is quicker and more load of wires going into it
economy. The speedo/tacho- accurate than reading or mis- connected to little elements
graph is a legal requirement reading a number. Disadvan- which fluoresce when a cur
so you have to have that. tages are, at present, cost and rent passes through them,
Temperature and oil pressure brightness, The aid fashioned The problem here is that there
are crucial on a big turbo needle type display can be is a physical limit to how big
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these tubes can be made, and
the cost of a unit with lots of
information display gets pretty
steep. Hundreds of pounds at
the moment.

Also these things are not as
bright as they appear at home.
Drag your clock out into the
garden and you will see the
problems. If you brighten
things up for daylight it gets a(,-_-:;-:_--,-....,..=====;====::::=::;:::===:;;:-:::=======:::;:=====-'
bit dazzling at night, and vice something similar. instrumentation layout and Colour pie shows the slate of the art 10 dale.
versa. A black and white tube, with feed that into a microchip or Graphics are screened onto a thin film sandwich

And so to CRTs, Cathode coloured overlays, as used on two to produce a personalised over separate instruments. Pressure sensitive
Ray Tubes, just like TV, Space Invader machines, information system. Or maybe switches are mounted between the two layers.
Ceefax and Space Invaders. would do the joo and keep the you will be able to visit your The illustrations: on opposite page, LED fuel
As you well know, you can do costs down. This is probably local Bedford dealer, for ex- gauge readout (lop) and LeD oillemperalure
anything on a TV tube, so the most serious proposition ample, and get a European display; on Ihis page, VFD speedomeler (Iell)
pressing a switch could bring for future instrumentation, information programme - and CRT information system.
up a display of ten important although the cost of the prog- speed in kilometres, fuel in
items of information, and im· ramme, or software, is high at litres, air pressure in Kgs and
pending disasters could over- the moment. so on. Maybe even a little
ride everything on the screen Eventually, it should be micro-fische to go with your
to say "STOP, no water" or possible to design your own micro-chips.
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BIRMINGHAMS FOREMOSTT.V.I.S.
T.V.I.S.
T.V.1.5. IN C.B. RADIO EQUIPMENT

MIDLAND TELECOM LTD
133 FLAXLEY ROAD

STECHFORD
BIRMINGHAM B33 9HQ

TEL: 021-784-3129 or 021-742-5617

MIDLAND SPECIALISTS IN C.B. RADIO EQUIPMENT
C.T.E. MAIN STOCKISTS

SOMMERKAMP AMATEUR & MARINE RADIO'S ALL
ACCESSORIES & AERIALS PACE CORDLESS TELEPHONES
WE HAVE 300 UNITS ONLY OF THE NEW SIGMA IV 6.14 dbi

GAIN
C.B. BASE STATION ANTENNA.

BEING SOLD FOR £39.80 per unit (inclusive of VAT.)
RRP. £62.75

300 ONLY D.V.27'S @ £3.50 per unit (inclusive of VAT.)
LYDON RADIO & T.V. SUPPLIES

244 LYNDON ROAD SOLIHULL WEST MIDS

MULTIBAND CITIZENS BAND MONITERS
FROM THE L.:tLL+--ftiGROUP

•

•

~ -_.
I

Vote of Best
Buy February

Issue

50

Sharp, Tristar, Fanon, Midland President, La Fayette CBS
& CB Accessories. Contact Hira (Ireland) Ltd Dublin 265472

CB MONITORS CONTACT THE
f":ff2'-,- CO LTD, HIRA HOUSE

1 ELIZABETH STREET, MANCHESTER M8 8PR
061-834-2868.

STRICTLY TRADE ONLY
IMPORTERS, WHOLESALERS, EXPORTERS, DISTRIBUTORS

BREAKER



Contempol'aty Communications Ltd

SuperqualityTee Shirts each with
exclusive multi colourmotif.
Themotifs are wash fast highquality
screen print,notbreak up transfers.

Sizes S.M.L.WhlteOnry £3.20eaCh P&P Pleaseadd30p

~
CLUBS MAY ORDER

IN QUANTITY WITH CLUB
NAME ADDEDTOANYOF T

Cheques/RC. Direct to DESIGNS ILLUSTRATED! HE

HerearetheGoodies
..GOOD BUDDIES!

Zachary T.
MODEL 1002002 - 80 CHANNEl AM Base Station

We are Ireland's leading
suppliers of CB radio and
stock Midland, Cobra,
Craig, President, Realistic,
Colt, Ham International,
and more, and if we haven't ""
got it, we'll get it for you.
We are noted for our real i
able postal service and also
welcome quantity buyers.

For friendly service
and help, phone
Dr Don at 304274.
Or call to the office at CCL,
81 Eccles Street, Dublin 7.
Office hours: lOam to 5pm.
Mon-Fri, also Sat 12nooo
to2pm.

MAIL ORDER

C.8. C1N1Rl

·BREAKE!<.BI(£A/(ER.
ok allyou eRers

make a detour to
BREAKERS20
our local C.B. centre

open in _-"'i
7iVlr~AII1:_····_--

Call 0229-30748
for quotation

or SAE for price list

155.RAWLlN$ON $TREET,BARROW'IN'FURNESS
CUMBRIA ,l A14 lES,Tel.(0229)30748

If you haven't dealt with us before, you may be

paying more than you should.

"* Comprehensive Stocks

"* Low Low Prices

"* Friendly and Helpful Advice

"* Fast and Efficient Service
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37 COLESHILL ROAD
WARD END
BIRMINGHAM
B368Dl

let: 021-784 4523
OPENING HOURS
MON - FRI 11 am - 7pm
SATURDAY 9am - 6pm
SUNDAY . lOam - 2pm

RETAIL AND WHOLESALE
NEW TRADE COUNTER NOW OPEN
MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES IN UK

•

OUT PERFORMING THE REST

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

SPEECH PROCESSOR
MOBILE ANTENNA
K40 MAG MOUNT
UNIVERSAL GUTTER
& MIRROR MOUNT

£25.95 + p&p £1.00
£25.95 + p&p £1.00
£12.50 + p&p £1.20

£8.60 + p&p £1.00

midland tuning
30 Leicester Road
Loughborough
Leicestershire LE12 900. Telephone: (0509) 212371

•
r1
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DEMITRON
LTD

PADDY MURPHY
CB MAIL ORDER

TO BRITAIN
Convert your 40 channel rig from AM to FM for

only £11.50 including P&P

ALSO

80 channel converters
£16 including P&P

WE HAVE NOW MOVED TO
BIGGER PREMISES

Just ten minutes/rom
Dublin Airport

CB receivers midland 100 FM, 40 AMlFM SSB.
High Gain three AMlFM. Tristar 747120 channel AMlFM

SSB. High Gain 5 120 channel AMlFM, SSB, AcShift.
Multimode 11 AMlFM SSB. Superstar 360,120 channel

AMlFM, SSB, CW and KC shift.
Ariels and accessories.

MOST TYPES OF POPULAR
RIGS ALWAYS IN STOCK

Send SAE for lisr to:

POBox63
Bexley

KentDA53WJ

For Information contact Colin on Crayford (29) 53341 and
Tony on Maidslone (0622) 674155

Ring DUBLIN 376377
or write to

PADDY MURPHY
Clo 39a MAIN STREET
STANTRY, DUBLIN 9

Please allow 14 days for delivery

TO: THE BEACHAT CO, PALMER AVE, BLACKPOOL, LANCS.
I enclose crossed cheque/PO for £ " ..
Please send Trucker Caps. RedIBlackIBlue
plus Badge showing .........................................................•..................
or OR; send Badge only
OR:Prinl , " , " , " , , .

Despatch to: (Name) " " ", "", """ " " " " .. " ..
Address: ..
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EDIWHITE
BLACKlWHITE

.DARK BLUElWHITE

SHOUTIN' ALL GOOD BUDDIES!
ON ASUN·RUN WITH THE HAMMER

DOWN YOU NEED A GENUINE
'BEACHAT'

TRUCKER
CAP

GENUINE USA STYLE
ADJUST-A·SIZE

POLYESTER
.Please give 1sf and 2nd colour

choice.

CAP ONLY £3.00
CAP + BADGE £3.80
BADGE ONLY 80p

Postage & Packing 30p

YOUR HANDLE PRINTED
IN~ LETTERS@5pPER
LETTER

Please give 1si and 2nd choice of
badge listed below:
CB Super CB Operator.
licensed CB Operator.
What's Your Handle.
Got The Hammer Down.
That's A Big 10-4.
Big Numbers To You Good Buddy.
We Monitor CH14.
We MonilorCH19.
CB Motil.
Do 11 In The TrUCk.
CB Thick.

PRICE
ALL GENUINE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

CITIZEN BAND (UK) LTO
STAYBRITE HOUSE
SPENCER GATE
ST. ALBANS
HERTS.
Telephone St Albans (0727) 54296

QUALITY
SERVICE
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Breaker deadlines being what they
are, I'm writing this just before issue
No 5 goes on sale. How are we
supposed to develop any degree of
editorial continuity operating in a time
warp? II's like wnting with jet lag, but
we all have our crosses to bear 
you have to put up with me after all
so I'll soldier on regardless.
. What you know now that this issue
is on sale - but which you don't
know, when I'm writing this - is that
we ran a blurb in this section asking
for club news/gossip/rumours/slan
der. The problem is that we haven't
had lime to include the response from
that in this issue. OK so far? Logical
really.

But we have faith here at Breaker.
We know it's all on its way to us in the
post. We know you're going to send
us everything we need to know as
soon as you've finished reading this.
Aren't you?

We also know that many of the
clubs are newly formed and might not
have produced a magazine or news
letter yet. But you're all doing some
thing. I know that. Or rather I don't
because you haven't told us yel.
That's in the post, too.

So, for those of you who missed
last month's issue, we want any club
news and details of your local calling
channels. And if you re not entered in
the listing yet, well ... goes without
saying. The rest is up to you.
The ever industrious Telford CB Radio
Club can now boast an MP in their
membership. The club invited Warren
Hawksley, MP for Wrekin, along to a
committee meeting and he has agreed
to urge the Government to reveal
details of the announced FM service.
He was given life membership of the
club, which is still campaigning for a 40
channel AM service ... There must
have been a lot of busts in the Abingdon
area. We've just heard from the local
club who call themselves the Gaol
Breakers. Maybe we can get the inside
story... Had a note from the Rainbow
Breakers CB Radio Club in Northern
Ireland, who say: "In the special

circur.1stances in Northern Ireland, we
feel we are bringing the two sides of the
community together - that's why we
use as our crest, a rainbow joining the
two churches." A new twist on 'Break
ers Unite', perhaps ... More news of
club charity work. The West Glamor
gan Breakers Association have hand
ed over £625 raised by the members.
The first pic shows £475 being handed
over for the Dewi Thomas Phonic Ear

,
I

Got a note here from the MidKent CB
Club, who meet every Sunday at the
Queen's Head Hotel in the High
Street at Maidstone. They've got a full
social programme and to prove it
they've sent us a pic of a fancy dress
party. At least I hope it's a fancy
dress, or they've got some very
unusual members ... Also busy are
the Warwick and Leamington CB
Organisation. Night-time hunts, car
nival parades and raft races are all in
the diary for their 500 members.
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OK, so you know what clubs are around, and
where. But when did they get off the ground?
What are they up to? Where are they going?
These and other important questions are
answered by some of you who send in
detailed notes on your clubs, but as the club
list is already threatening 10 take over the
magazine we obviously can't include more
information there. Snippets of gossip go into
the news section, but we can't give complete
club profiles there either. So what do we do?
Simple. We start up a new regular feature,
giving the run down on a club each month.
We'll never ~et through them all - they're
still flooding In each month - but as we go
along it should prove interesting to potential
club members, members of other clubs and
those planning to start a club of their own.

As we sat in the lonely Breaker garret at
Link House wondering where to start, we
had a call from Motorola of the 27 Club, who
meet at the Saxon Tavern, in Southend
Lane, Catford, every Monday night. Come
along on Monday, he said, we're having a
drag contest. So we did. Not in drag though,
I hasten to add. Although with Lawrence,
who took the pix, it's always a bit difficult to
tell.

With membership knocking 3,000, the 27
Club reckon they're probably the largest In
the UK - and that means plenty of ideas for
events and plenty of support for them when
they're staged. The idea for the drag contest
came from the members (no pun intended)
after a Miss 27 Club competition, held a
couple of weeks earlier. The original event
was a ~reat success and they hope other
clubs Will put forward finalists to compete in
a national Miss CB contest. Clubs interested
in taking part can send details to us and we'll
pass them on 10 Ihe 27 Club.

Trying to describe the drag contest in
words would be a torturous exercise, so I'll
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Bristol Breakers
, 20 Beaufort Road
St George
Bristol 5

Brldgetown Breakers Club
Meet at Phoenix Social Club
Heesle Road
Hull

I

Bristol CBC
1A St Peter's Rise
Headley Park
Bristol
BS137LU

Bournmouth Independent
Breakers Association
Every Tuesday
Coach House Motel
Ferndown

Boulevard Breakers Club
56 Kirkdale Drive
Glasgow GS2 1ET

Bourne End Breakers
Association
Fridays at
The Fire Fly Pub
Bourne End

Bottle City Breakers
The Griffin Inn
Paasley Cross Road
SI Helens
Lancs

Bracknell Breakers
Every Sunday at
The Bridge House
Wokingham Road
Bracknell
Berks

Beachcombers Breakers
ASlocl8t1on
clo 3 Thursby Road
Highcliffe
Christchurch
Dorset BN23 5PA

Beech Breakers Club
, 23 Willingale Road
Loughton
Essex

Big Eyebell Breakers
Every Thursday at
The White Hart
Devonshire Hill Lane
London

Blackpool Breakers Club
cia ADS Electronics
239 Dickson Road
Northshore
Blackpool

Breaker One Four Club
clo OK Corral
Napier Barracks
BFPO 20
West Germany

Breakers Town CBe
Every Thursday
clo The Stanley Club
Stanley Road
Carshallon
Surrey

Brlcket Breakers Club
clo Watford Component Centre
7 Langley Road
WaUord
Herts

Boomeran$J Breakers Club
Meet al WhIle Lion

"

Moulton
Northampton

. Border Breakers Club
cia Cathedral Garage
Weybread
Harleston
Nortolk

\

Alre Valley Breakers Club
53 Albert Road
Saltaire
Shipley
West Yorks

Australian International aSL
Swap Club
PO Box 855
FreemanUe 6160
Western Australia

Barnet Breakers Club
Meet at British Legion Hall
Brookhill Road
East Barnet
Harts

27Club
Every Monday at
Saxon Tavern
Southend Lane
Catford SE6

Anglia Breakers Club
cia Great White Horse Hotel
Tavern Street
Ipswich
Suffolk
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Broadland Breakers Club CB Radio Action Group Drlfflald CB Association Harrow and Wembley CB Group
First Sunday at 55 Dartmouth Road clo 22 Haworth Walk 7 Sandringham Crescent
White Swan Forest Hill Bridlington Harrow
Stalham Nortolk London SE23 East Yorkshire Middlesex

Bru8gen Bandits CBC Cheesy Breakers Club Dukesvllle Breakers Assn Hazard County Breakers Club
On hannel14 116 St Christopher's Drive 23 Potter Street 22 Radcliffe Avenue
West Germany Caerphilly Worksop Chaddesden

Burns Breaker Club
Glamorgan Notts Derby

clo Braehead Hotel Cheltenham Breakers Assn Eest Antrim CBRC H~hlend Breaker Club
Whlltletts Road 6 Pitville Crescent POBox4 4 orbett Gardens
Ayr Cheltenham Antrim Ardersier
Scotland Or: The Crown and Cushion Eastern Counties Open Channel

Inverness IV1 2RY
Bath Road Hucknell Wellare Breekers ClubBU~CBC Cheltenham Club

clo ipley House Hotel eto Everards Hotel Hucknell and Linby Miners Welfare
North2ate Avenue Chichester & District Breakers Cornhlll Portland Road
BUfYc t Edmunds Club Bu;r, St Edmunds Hucknell
Su olk Every Sunday at Su olk Nottingham

Campaign lor 27MHz AM CB Bulls Head Edlnbur'bh CBRC Indecendent Breakers Assn
Fishbourne

Radio Chichester 22 Rose ardens 113 iscot Road
10 Lochnell Road Sussex Edinburgh EH9 3BR Luton
Dunbep Elite Breakers Journeys End Breakers
Conne Citizens' Radio Associated
Argyll PA37 1QJ Breakers The Father Thames Alternate Thursdabs at

Albert Embankment Escrick Social Clu
Cardiff & District Breakers Alternate Wednesdays at London SEl York
12 Aberdored Road Townfield House

Gabalfa High Wycombe Essex Citizen's Band Club Junior Breakers Club

Cardiff City Circle CB 24 Bryony Ciose Scout HQ

Bedford Green Wilham Cllfford Bridge Road
Cerlton & Langold United Horseferry Essex CMB 2XF Coventry
Breakers Leeds Tel: Wltham (0376) 513532 1st Thursday every month
Thursdays at

Kln~s Lynn Breakers ClubLangold Hotel CIO~ Town Breakers Club Farnborough Area Breakers
Lan~old 33 endle Court Every Thursday clo ellar Man

Wor sop Astley Bridge The Oasis Club Victoria P.H.,

Notts Bolton BL1 6PY Alexander Road John Kennedy Road

Farnborough Kings Lynn
Carrlck CB Club Clyde Coast Breakers Hants Kings Norton CB Club
TueSda~nightat clo Island Holel Poste RestanteCarrick otel NewSI Fllxton, Urmston & Davy Hulme GPOMaybole Slevenslon Good Buddies Assn LisburnAyrshire Ayrshire PO Box2 Northern Ireland
CBA Centrel Scotland Clydeslde Breakers Supporters

164 Corn Exchange Buildings
Laker Town Breakers ClubManchester 4

5 Carronvale Avenue Club Eve~Tuesd~at
Larbert 62 Rosemount Crescent Freedom Breakers International The ornish an Hotel
Stirllngshire Carstairs 11 June Street Wythenshawe

Lanarkshire Bootle Manchester
CBA Liverpool
Coronation Service Station 27 Coastline Breakers Merseyside LazyK
Middleton Road PO Box 24 Lima Kito" Radio Club
Heywood Rhyl Frog and Nightgown Breakers PO Box 55
Lanes Clwyd Club Portadown

North Wales clo Amberwell Northern Ireland
CBA Flte Pottersheath Road Leslle Breakers
32 Balaise County Area Breakers Club Welwyn Mondays at
Leven 4 Corbert Gardens Herts The Leslie Arms
Fife Ardersier Cherc7c Orchard RoadInverness GK 13
CBA Manchester 05130 Geilenkirchen

Croy on

21 Westwood Road cop~Cats Club West Germany Leapool Breakers Club
Stretford The anager clo Maid Marion Hotel
Manchester Martholme Grange GlawowCBC: Coppice Road
M329HX Altham 361 allhlll Road Arnold

CBAReadlng
Accrington Glasgow G33 4RY Nottingham
Lancashire

Leicestershire CBersPO Box 123 Good Buddies Club
Reading Crewe Breakers Club 6 Wyrehayes Cottage eto Modern Motoring

1 Main Road Mille-ot-Beath 68 Narborou3h Road
CBA Sussex Crewe Cowdenbeath Leicester LE OBR
15 Buckingham Mews Cheshire Fife Lennox Breakers ClubShoreham By Sea

Derwent Valley Breakers 4 Lismore CrescentSussex Grampian Breakers Club
10 Prospect Terrace 59 Jasmine Terrace Oban

CBCBClub NewKyo Aberdeen Argyll
103 Southwood Road Stanley Scotland Log Breakers
Downside Co Durham Evet Monday at
DunSlable Wednesdays at Black Bull Grantham Breakers Assn Log abin
Beds Lanchester 8 Parklands Drive Royal Oak Pub

Harlaxton
CBGB Deveron Valley Breakers Club Grantham

Watnall

CB House Turriff Lanes
Notts

Crosby Aberdeenshire AB5 7PQ Lowestoft & District Jolly
Gulldlord City Breaker.Liverpool

Don Valley Breakers
Breakers

Tuesdays at 10 Viburnum Green
CB Information Centre 15 Roseberry Avenue The Cannon Lowestoft
7 Sandringham Crescent Hatfield Portsmouth Road Suffoik
Harrow Doncaster Guildford
Mlddx HA2 9BW Surrey Maidenhead Official Breakers

Dragon Breakers Assn Thursdays at
CB-NE 96 Leafldl Road Grass Court Breakers Club The Prince Albert

~
PO Box 61 Hunts Cross Haydock King Street
Sunderland SR3 1EZ Liverpool 25 St Helens Maidenhead
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Yorkshlres Elite Breakers
Fairway Inn
Birley
Sheffield

Wetherby District Breakers
9 Norfolk House
Wetherby
West Yorks

Weymouth CBC
Flat 1
39 SI Thomas St
Weymouth
Dorset

Telford CBC
Tel: Tellord 603474

Tunbrldge Wells CB Assn
POBox319
Edenbridge
Kent

Weston Breakers Club
33 Lower Church Road
Weston Super Mare
Somerset

Untouchables
299 Manchester Road
Kearsley
80lton
Lanes

Wirral CB Assn
Mondays at the Appollo Club
Moreton
Wirral

Stag Town Breakers Club
Every Thursday at
Courtlands Social Club
Thorpe Road
Bellamy Road Estate
Manslield
Notts

West London Breakers
Meet at the Steam Packet by
Kew Bridge

Wellingborough Breakers Club
Wednesdays at
Dog and Duck pub
Wellingborough

Wessex Open Channel Club
48 Holsom Close
Stockwood
Bristol B514 8LX

Wessex Glamorgan Breakers
Assn
25 Plass Newydd
Baglan Moors
Port Talbot
West Glamorgan SA11 7DF

West London Breakers
Tuesdays at •
While Hart
Southall

Steel City CBC
282 Eccleshall Road
Sheffield 511 8PE

Swindon CBC
3 Heddington Close
Penhill
Swindon
Wilts

Young Breakers Assn
22 Romley Crescent
Bolton
Lanes

Wyre Forest Breakers
19 Chawson Pleck
Chawson Estate
Droitwich

Worth Valley Breakers
cia 8 Carlisle Street
Parkwood
Keighley
Yorks

Red Cat 14 8reakers Club
cia Red Lion
Derby Road
Sandiacre
Derbyshire

Singing Wheets CBC
clo 2 Grenofen Cross
Tavistock
Devon PL19 9ER

South Birmingham
CB Club
14 Delrene Road
Shirley
Solihull
West Midlands
Tel:021-7451135

South Wales Big 10-4 Club
12 Elgin Street
Manselton
Swansea

Reddltch Area CB Club
88 Heronfield Close
Churchill
Redditch
Worcs
Tel: Redditch (0527) 67083

Rhondda Breakers Club
35 Shady Road
Gelli
Rhondda
Mid Glamorgan

Richmond & District Breakers
Friday nights at
Black Horse
Richmond

Sandwell Area CB Club
4 Baldwin Close
Twidale Warley
West Midlands

Saundersfoot and District
Breakers Club
14 Ryelands Place
Kilgetty
Dyfed SA68 OUX

Seven Towers CBC
15 Carnduff Drive
Ballymena
Co Anlrim

Saddleworth Breakers Club
Every Monday at
Well Lit Pub
Saddleworth

South Wales
10·100 Artists
Club
Tuesday nights al
The Landing Strip
Swansea

Club

zens Band

kers Club
days at

ers

eakers Club

e

C
el

akers

et

rters Club
oad

T

D72PP

Club

sClub

shire 10-4 Club

New City Breaker
9 St Leter Court
Linford ocal Centr
Gt Linford
Milton Keynes
Bucks

North East Derby
12 Coniston Drive
Clay Cross
Chesterfield
Derbyshire 845 9E

North Notts Break
38 Williams Street
Lan~old
Wor sop
Notts

North London Bre
Wednesday at
The Sparrowhawk
Glengall Road
EdJware
Mi dlesex

Northampton Brea
Wednesdays & Sun
The Needle
Northampton

Norwich Social Br
72 Silver Road
Norwich
Nortolk NR3 4TD

Open Channel CB
17 Coronation Stre
Preston

o~en Channel Citl
Cub
17 Coronation Stre
Blackburn

Pendle CB suppo
110 Barkerhouse R
Nelson
Lancs

Pennine One Nine
29 Legrams Avenue
Lidget Green
West Yorkshire BF

Popular Breakers
29 Puttenham Road
shertield Park
Chineham
Basingstoke

Rainbow Breakers
cia PO Box 56
Cookstown
Co. Tyrone
N.lreland

R& BClub
PO Box4
Stranraer
Scotland

REACTUK
28 TheCoots
Stockwood
Bristol BS14 8LH

Mens Club

emational

ent Pirate

akers

e for the
HzCB Radio
ad

ers
ms

oClub

om

kers

ub

akersMarket Town Bre
PO Box 2
Ashlord
Kent

MCBRA
85 Aliens Lane
Pelsall
Walsall
West Midlands

Medway Breakers
55 Playslool Road
Newington
Sittingbourne
Kent

Meon Valley Brea
4 Lawrence Road
Fareham
Hants

Merseyside 27 Cl
34 Micklelield Road
Liverpool 15

Mexico City Break
The Old Masons Ar
High Street
Mexborough
Yorks

MId-Kent CBC
clo Ten Four Telec
22 The Broadway
Maidstone
Kent

Midlands CBRC
Unit2
72 Oval Road
Erdington
Birmingham

Midlands CB Radl
85 Aliens Lane
Pelsall
Walsall
West Midlands

Mllktown Breakers
Every Thursday at
Rawthorpe Working
Rawthorpe
Huddersfield

Molesey Open Bre
clo Royal Oak
337 Walton Road
East Molesey
Surrey

NACB
Evet Thursday at
The ommodore Int
Nuthall Road
Nottingham

National Commltte
Legislation 01 27M
47b 8toneygate Ro
Narborough
Leicester

Natlonallndepend
Band
Heirman Straat 37
Merksem 2060
Belgium
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MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

Midland, President, Cobra, Craig, Colt. Realistic
and if we haven't got it; we'll get it for you.

Please note the new address of our new super store

1 HAMILTON COURT, SEAMOOR ROAD,
WESTBOURNE,BOURNEMOUTHTel: 0202 733133

768676
768787

111II~c;E8EEiJIU~~~~1III1~ WHOLESALERS AND RETAILERS SOUTHERN DIVISION ~
OF.£J
'VI!!!!cs!~~~

•

BASE RIG. WE GOT THE TWIG
Telecommunications Type TJ984 full 1f4 wave ground
plane antenna - for loft installations or outdoors.
Tuneable from 27-45mc/s, just in case.
Features
Vertically polarized lull 1/4 wave antenna providing the most reliable operation
and greatest range.
11 will without doubt produce a higher performance than an antenna which
claims 10 have gain, bullhat has been reduced from ils correct physical length.

Installation Offer
Our engineers are able to
deliver and install (SWR)
your tWig within a 60 mile
radius from our base. Ring
Scunthorpe 65203 and ask
for Terry for all details.
Covers AM FM SSB high &
low band.
Has proved excellent for DX
work. (Ask Dolly Legs Fish
Town.)
Low signal to noise ratio.
Supplied complete with lead
and PL259 plug.
Roger Bleep inserts £7.00.

D.F. rings £10.00

Max. power 500 watts.

Fits 99% lotts (down to 4' 0"
headroom) without loss of
performance - tuneable to
1-1.1 SWR. Over BOcm.
Impedance 50 ch.
Easy to assemble.

BREAKER

Towers
Slim basic telescopic tower
base or wall mount suitable
for Rotator or Beam. etc.
£195 inc. VAT. .

AERIAL INSTALLATION
& REPAIRS

60 HEBDEN ROAD,
SCUNTHORPE

SOUTH HUMBERSIDE
TEL. 0724 65203
(NIGHTB41200)

liquidator get the burner on.
Your not selling enough.

~--~ We stock a lull range
Only of aerial fixing.

£48.50 ~~;~ & Packing inclu-

inclusive Note - when order
ing please slale max.

otV.A.T. loft headroom.
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HUGE STOCKS OF ALL C.B.
ACCESSORIES

I

GUILDFORD
The breakers CB
shop with the

big discounts.

The Advertising StandardsAuthority'
"an advertisement is wrong,we're hare to put it right.

ASAltd.. Brook HouseJorrington Place, London WCIE 7HN.

•

All the latest C,B. accessories, K40, MURA,
Jaws 11 CB ri9 components. Comprehensive
stocks. Helpful advice and some real bargains
D,V. 27 £6.90 T.V,1. filters £4.95 Turner +2 power
mikes £18.99 Base 240 V BOw burners £85.00. Open Ba.m.
6.30 p.m.

34 ALDERSHOT ROAD, GUILDFORD (0483) 77550
Also at
JIM PARK AUDIO - HIGH STREET, GODALMING

TEL: GODALMING 22300

Ifyou find an ad
unacceptable,,

don't turn the page:
turn to us.

9am-9pm
9am-6pm
10am-4pl1'

WEEKDAYS
SATS
SUNS

C.B. EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES

22 The Broadway: Maidstone: Kent
Tel: Maidstone (0622) 681719

FREE! FREE! FREE! £5 WORTH OF CB
GOODS GIVEN AWAY FREE ON THIS
MONTHS CB BROCHURESI RADIO·S.
ANTENNAS. MIKES. BASE STATIONS,
PATCHES. MAGS - WE SELL
EVERYTHING! SEND 14p STAMP
TODAY! FALCON CB, 12 NEWfNGTON -~
GREEN RO, LONOON N.I.

DV 27 £6.50 - MAG MOUNTS £9.95
SWR METERS £7.95 - RETRACTABLE £13.95
SILVER ROD £25.95 - 25W BURNER £27.95

157 KINGS ROAD, HARROGATE
Tel: (0423) 68851

LEAVE IT TO THE EXPERTS

RIGGERS

F.iCOnTB,12 Ne'winjjton Gre.n Rd:-NLondon N1 ame .
Pleasl rush me by return my SPECIAL Address .
OFFER BUMPER BUNDLE of brochures.

•• •
THE NORTH YORKSHIRE CB

SPECIALISTS------. . ------
EVERYTHING FOR THE

ENTHUSIAST AT
REALISTIC PRICES------. . --'----"---

OPEN

60 BREAKER
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'FirestiK'
ANTENNAS

... J AGENTS FOR

'YI!!r!cs~l~~~JII

FOR ALL YOUR CB REQUIREMENTS
8am-8pm MON-SAT

1Oam-4pm SUN

I
I

RUL.E BRITANNIA
Send a union jack flag with your QSL

cards. 1'l2
u x 1u on stick.

50 flags - £2.50 [nc p&p.
Send cheques/postal order to:

SPOTLIGHT PROMOTIONS LTO
43 High Street, Tunbridge Wells.

Kent.

Breaker, Break,
Build your Own CB Rig.

Circuit Diagram, Parts list Etc.
For A 27MHz, AM Transcieyer.
Send f2.95 and Large $AE To:

P SHERWOOD
eM Alyestone Walk

Manchester M1 0 9NU
I'M DOWN AND ON THE SIDE

MOBILE
CB RADIO

FitTING SERVICE

TELEPHONE

01·4676334
D. X. ELECTRONICS

Tel: Soulhport (0704) 32786
OisQuise + SpliMers £12.50
OV27 £4.50
K40 Mic's £28.00
Our Superb Star Fleet .;11980 Range of
Home-Base Twigs From £20.00 .
Lists 16 Talbot St, Soulhport

Merseyside PR8 1HP

THE PENDLE
The Pendle TV! filter is an advanced HI pass TV
signal filter, designed and built for the 27MHZ band
with the added bonus of not reducing the TV signal,
yet still giving at 40DB attenuation at 27MHZ. The
Pendle will solve your TV! problems.
£4.25. Delivered to your door.

CB Telecommunications offer our superior home
base antelUlaand TV! filter, designed and made by
ourselves to you at re-alistic prices.

BREAKERS

THE JUPITER
The home base antelUla which gives an improved
performance yet keeps a low profile 3.25DB gain
and a SWR of 1.1.1 over a full 80 channels.
Designed to avoid TV! problems ease of erection
makes the Jupiter the No I CB AntelUla.
The Jupiter comes complete with mounting brackets,
and 30ft of low resistangle coax, in fact ready for use.
£18.00 complete. Delivered to your door.

CB TELECOMMUNICATIONS
129 Albert Road, Colne
Phone: (0282) 868481

ROGER 8LEEPS AT GIVE AWAY
PRICES!!
£5.50 including VAT, Postage and
packing.
Send cheque/PO to:
Berestord Promotions
Central House, 42 Rayne Road
Bralntree, Essex
(Allow 28 days for delivery)

FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON ADVERTISING CONTACT

ALAN GRIFFITHS
OR GREG JACKSON

ON 01 686 2599
TELEX 947T09

IBREAKER

Mon-Wed-Thurs-Sat 9.15am-6.00pm
Tuesday & Friday 9.15am-7.00pm
Sunday morning (viewing only) 10.00am-12 noon

D.A.D. WORCESTERSHIRE'S NO. 1 C.B. SHACK r:ra;' f-
I •..)........... A FULL RANGE OF MOBILE AND BASE STATION ANTENNAS. tD1nEoo:fcJIJ
. ~"i\n,\. ~ ." .SW.R. METRES !TUANEAJ.... ~-

SIRTEL • PRE-AMPS • SPEAKERS I ~

ClB ~ •COAXIAL CABLE COMMUNICATION
• LINEAR AMPLIFIERS ANTENNAS' "

"AR"" 1''&~ •ANTENNA MATCHING UNITS ~I==c== "". • FREQUENCY COUNTERS li.Wiil K40 .TELEX. • MICROPHONES AND MUCH MORE .. G',,~,':,~"~,~~~n;a

Call and see 'C.B. 510' who will be happy to advise you on your requirements

D.A.D.
48a UPPER TYTHING

TELEPHONE: WORCESTER 21919
62



Appolnl.ddlslrlbulors I.r HMP Anl.nn.
Sp.cl.llsls, KH/ A/bIBChl, A/pin.,
Eurotronlcs, EdgWDrth ElectrDnlcs, K4D
Anl.nn.s.l K40 Mlhs. fJ Distributors lor

TELCD PRODUCTS, AVANTI, TURNER,
MIDLANDS, FIRESTlCK, HIGH GAIN,
HAM MASTER, GC ELECTRDNICS,ZETAGI,
CTE BREMI, CM MASTER, HAM
INTERNATIONAL.

D:

'FirestiK'
ANTENNAS

TELEX

133 FOUNTAINBRIDGE, EDINBURGH
EH3 9QG. Tel: 031·229 8830
Telex: 727053 OMTECHG TRADE SUPPLIES

131 FOUNTAINBRIDGE, EDINBURGH
EH39 QG. Tel: 031-229 8830
RETAIL SALES
129 FOUNTAINBRIDGE, EDINBURGH
EH3 9QG. Tel: 031·229 8202
RETAIL - MAIL ORDER

THE BEST EQUIPMENT
THE LARGEST SELECTION
AND THE LOWEST PRICES IN THE UK

WE HAVE ALL YOU NEED TO GET_
..__O.N.C.HAijjNNEL TAKE ATRIP TO

CUSTOM EQUIPE•

O pen
MTECH

Channel
ustom EQUIPE

Communications
BONE

• OUR EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE
ATTHE$ELOCATlONS .

•

OMTECH IOM Lld + ASSOCIATED CO'S
12 Court View Mount, Havelock Douglas IOM
UK Office & Enquiries to
133 FOUNTAINBRIDGE, EDINBURGH EH39QG
Tel: 031-229 8830. Telex: 727053 OMTECH Cl
Widest Selection of CB Accessories
Amateur Marine Communication Equipment

OUR EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE AT THESE
LOCATIONS FOR RETAIL CUSTOMERS.
SEND ENQUIRIES TO OMTECH LTO., PO BOX 53,
EDINBURGH FOR FORWARDING TO YOUR
NEAREST CUSTOM EQUIPE DEALER.
Aberdeen (3) Alnwick
Carluke Anglesey 1JDundee (2) Berwick Upon Tweed
Dunfermline Bournemouth
Edinburgh (3) Bishop Aukland
Eyemouth Barrow in Furness
Fraserborough Carlisle
Fort William Callington
Glasgow (3) Durham q ~Inverness Darlington
Ingliston Egremont
Kirkaldy Grimsby ~
Uvinllstone Gateshead
LochQel1y Liverpool •
Mallalj Leeds 0
Midca der Middlesbrough
Orkney Manchester
Dban Newcastle (3)
Old Meldrum Northampton
Pelerhead Preston
Perth Ainllwood
Penicuik Scarboroullh
Shetland Winchester
Stonehaven Wolsinllham
Wishaw

TURNER
f;J

Belfast

TRADE ENQUIRIES TO:
Omtech Lld
133 Fountain Bridge
Edinburgh
Scotland
EH39QG

ioop~r~~h~~lh ITION
50 aSL cards all dated within th revious calendar month d

postmarked fr outside the UK.
Winning opera r is first complete entry received ch ~onth's prize is a fabulo Turner
Expander 500 se Mike, with the added bonus f £25 worth of good if your achie ment

~
was obtained u Ing equipment 1:2sed from sel~ or our network of dealers
throughout the untry.
aSL cards not r urnable.
Winning names ill be submitted t e Editor of the magazine this advertisement

~C IM\RI8 ~,
.-J .

~ ...,,"".fo
~1'\9~O~
C\l~\9",,0

•

•

•
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